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Summary

The role of modern telecommunications in modern society is growing fast. New services are

introduced and the use of the current services offered is increasing. The telecommunications

network must be able to handle this. Therefore the signalling system, the part that ensures

telecommunications traftic to arrive at its right destination, must be renewed. This is done

gradually, thus requiring interworking units between the aId and the new system. In this report,

Signalling System no.7 is dealt with.

Formal techniques, such as CCS, the calculus of communicating systems, can be used to describe

signalling systems. Indication is made on how to translate particular aspects, e.g. timers, in a

description.

This report will focus on the deriving of interworking of Signalling System no.7 to Signalling

System R2.

The ccnl specifications ofthose systems, presented by means of SOL, are translated into CCS.

Afier abstraction and refinement, these are combined to obtain an interworking unit according

to the combination algorithm. The steps in this process and the assumptions made are mentioned.

CCS and the combination algorithm are good means to describe systems and derive interworking,

though the set of expressions that results is large.
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1. Introduction

The objective of the graduation project described in this report is to enlarge the knowledge of

Signalling System no.7 in the digital systems group and to study the application of formal

techniques such as CCS 10 the description of signalling systems.

The role of modern telecommunications in modern society is growing fast. New services are

introduced and the use of the current services offered is increasing. The telecommunications

network must be able to handle this. Therefore the signalling system, the part that ensures

telecommunications traftic to arrive at its right destination, must be renewed. This is done

gradually, requiring interworking units between the old and the new system. Signalling system

number 7 is being implemented worldwide and it is replacing system R2 in the Netherlands,

France and Sweden.

This report deals with the interworking of Signalling System nO.7 and 'Signalling System R2.

It uses CCS, the calculus of communicating systems, to describe the systems formally and the

interworking unit is derived according to the combination algorithm.

Chapter 2 gives an explanation of the principles of telecommunications and signalling.

Chapter 3 shows the operation of a signalling system and its signals in the description of

Signalling System R2.

Chapter 4 describes signalling system no.7 and its telephone user part.

Chapter 5 treats interworking as the cellT recommends it and the way it is derived in this

report.

Chapter 6 is an outline of the theory and notational conventions of CCS, used in this report.

Chapter 7 shows how the preceding applies to the signalling systems no.7 and R2.

Chapter 8 deals with the actual interworking, using the combination algorithm.

Finally, conclusions and recommendations for further study are made in chapter 9.
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2. Signalling in telecommunications networks

This chapter will deal with principles oftelecommunications networks in generaI, signalling and

call processing in particular. At the end, a brief overview of the evolution of signalling systems

will be given.

2.1 Telecommunications networks

A telecommunications network consists of terminals, transmission links and switching centres.

The telephone system is the most visible switching system, but other services are telex,

telegraph, television, video conferencing, and mobile communications. These services will be

integrated in the future, evolving into an integrated services digital nerwork, ISDN, providing

end-to-end digital connectivity to support a wide range of services, to which users have access

by a Iimited set of standard multipurpose user-network interfaces.

There are different kinds of switehing for the various sorts of telecommunications services

[Hills,79J, which has consequences for the signalling system.

Circuit switching sets up a circuit between two terminals which then interchange information

direetly. Examples are the telephone and telex network.

In message switching, or store andforward switching, the system stores messages and delivers

them at their destinations at some later time, maximizing the utilisation of links by queueing

messages and not depending on setting up a whole end-to-end connection. This kind of switching

is applied to teleprinters.

Packet switching is a midway between the former types of switching. Information from the

souree, while being generated, is put in short packets. These packets are transmitted to their

destination, possibly in such a rapid way that the connection seems to be an end-to-end circuit,

but still with the advantages mentioned under message switching.

In stored program control, spe, exchanges, the relationships between equipment and subscriber

numbers are recorded in computer storage and therefore more easily alterabIe and accessible

[Redmill,90]. The early systems combined spe with electromechanical switching devices Iike

crossbar and reed relais. Using semiconductor switches for telephony was hindered by worse

transmission Iinearity and off-resistance than the electromechanical switches and the inability

to handle the high voltages and ringing current required by the conventional telephone. The shift

towards digital telephony, overcoming these disadvantages, was influenced by the introduction

of digital transmission to the public switched networks and the development in integrated circuit

technology.
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Digital transmission of analogue signals uses pulse code modulation, PCM, shown in figure 1.
In this scheme, analogue signals are sampled and these samples are quantized and translated into
binairy words before theinformation is transferred overthe digital network. At the destination,
the binairy words are decoded and converted back inta analogue signaIs. In telephony, the
sampling rate is 8 kHz and the words consist of eight bits.
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: I :

, ,----',-,
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jigure 1. slages ;n Ihe PCM process

Channels are combined for transmission on a line, either by using frequency division

multiplexing or time division multiplexing. In frequency division multiplexing. FDM, each
channel is allocated a dedicated band offrequencies. TIme division multiplexing, roM, allocates
dedicated periods of time, the so called time slots, to each channel.

2

N
I ~multlplexBd slgnaJ >
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jigure 2. a mulrip/ex system and ;IS a/localion of cJumnels ;n 1DM and FDM

The introduction ofdigital exchanges saved analogue-digital conversion at the end oftransmission

lines and eliminated the need for multiplexing equipment for lines terminating at the exchange.
The high voltage and DC-path requirements of the subscriber are handled in interface units at
the periphery of the exchange.
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Advantages of storage program contral digital exchanges are:

flexibility, in the long term the exchange can be upgraded without disruption ofthe service

by incorporating new software or adding new hardware, and short term flexibility due to

changing the exchange simply by changing the data, for instance rerouting to avoid

congestion,

subscriber facilities like call tracing and follow me,

administration facilities that would be expensive or labour-intensive otherwise,

high speed call set up,

accommodation saving, relative to analogue exchanges,

ease of maintenance,

quality of connection, regarding noise, call loss and stability,

potential for other services Iike data transmission,

lower costs than the analogue ones and

less installation time.

The standard CCITI frame format for a 30 channel PCM system contains 32 time slots, 30 for

data, one for signalling and one tor frame alignment, line-systems alarms and network-contral

signais.

Manufacturers in telecommunications used to work with own standards and specifications. This

caused great difficulty to telecommunications administrations that use equipment of different

suppliers. Therefore, the CCITI, Comité ConsultatifInternationai Télégraphiqueet Téléphonique

or the international consultative committee for telephone and telegraph, issues recommendations

on specifications for telecommunications. National telecommunications administration and the

industry take part in the CCITI. The CCITT is affiliated with the International

Telecommunication Union, ITU, that is an agency of the United Nations. In North America,

the American National Standards Institute, ANSI, is the body in charge of protocol specifications

for North American networks. It also co-ordinates submitting contributions to the CCITI study

groups as weil as adopting CCITI standards for North American networks [Modarressi,90].

2.2 Signalling

Signalling in telecommunications networks is the interchange of information between different

functional parts of the telecommunications system in order to secure the right operation of the

system [Welch,79]. lts structure can be compared with a language [Kroes,79]. Protocols define

its grarnmar and its words are signais, that, like words, can have a different meaning in different

circumstances. The letters of the signals are bits. Signalling comprises

subscriber line signalling, the transfer of information fram subscribers, calling and called,

to the switching equipment,

signalling within the exchanges, and

the transfer of information over the network.

Signalling within the exchanges is independent ofthe chosen signalling system and will therefore
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not be considered.

A signalling system performs supervisory, selection and operational functions.

Supervisory funcrions detect or change the state or condition of elements of the network and the
subscribers tor instance seizure or clearing.

Selecrion funcrions deal with call connection set up.

Operarional funcrions are necessary to optimize the use of the network and handle system
facilities, management and administration. Typical features are information about congestion in
the network, outages of elements of the network and call charging information.

A function is represented by one or more signaIs. Signals are c1assified in line signals and
selection signaIs. Line or supervisory signals are the signals between supervisory units that the
state ofthe line like seizure and clearing, and seJection or address signals are the signals between
control units such as registers in order to set up a connection. Most operational functions are
represented by selection signaIs.

There are two signalling techniques, on-speech parh signalling, meaning the signalling
information is transmitted on the data path, and common channel signalling in which one channel
carries the signalling information for a number of lines. On-speech signalling is relatively slow,
limited in information capacity and possibility for non call related signalling information. It may
also be inable to signal during the speech period and is expensive because of the per speech
circuit signalling provision. Common channel signalling* is faster, can deal with a large number
of signaIs, is able to handle signals during the speech period and is tlexible to change or add
signals to the system. However, because the signalling information follows another path, the
data channels need to be checked. If the digital circuitry does not have some fault indication
features, the signalling system must provide in this by performing a conrinuity check. Telephone
networks used to be of the first kind, but because of the development of computer techniques
in switching, common channel signalling will be applied in the future. The main advantage is
cost saving, but on-speech signalling will still be used for same years.

There are three ways in which the common channel signalling links are associated with their
dependent traftic links [Redmill,90]:
-associared signalling,

the messages relating to the traftic circuits connecting two exchanges are conveyed over
signalling links directly connecting the two exchanges,

-non associared signalling,
the traffic circuits are directly routed between the two exchanges, while the signalling
messages are through several signalling links between those two exchanges with different
paths at other times, and

-quasi associared signalling,
the signalling messages follow a predetermined path through several links in tandem and
the traffic is routed directly to the exchange.

* The abbreviation ees will be reselVed for the calculus of communicating systems.
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Common channel signalling is used in a number of applications. Signalling system no. 7,

described in chapter 4, is the modern internationally agreed standard for inter-exchange signalling

in national and international networks. It should be notOO that in advance of a fully specifiOO

system, national variants of the system were introducOO.

There are two forms of subscriber access signalling: primary rate access from private automatic
branche exchanges. PABX, and basic access from single exchange lines. There are CCIIT

specifications for both forms, but national versions were introducOO before the CCIIT standards.

Common channel signalling is applied in inter-PABX signalling when PABXs are linked by

leased lines using the digital private network signalling system DPNSS, for instance. Other, non

circuit relatOO applications are control of intelligent networks, the transfer oflocation information

in cellular telephone systems and the transfer of billing or network-management data.

2.3 CaU processing

Call processing deals with processing the digits, setting up an appropiate path through the

network, monitoring the call and finally, clearing it down [Redmill,90].

In case of overlap operation the reception and onward transmission at switching centres are

overlapping processes. In en bloc operation, the address signals are assembied into one or more

blocks for onward transmission, each block containing sufticient information to enable onward

routing to be determinOO by the switching centres which receive it. In digit-by-digit signalling,
call set-up is triOO after reception of one digit.

The post dialling delay between the end of the dialling and the time the connection is set up is

the most with non-overlapping en bloc and the least with overlapping digit-by-digit [Kroes,79].

End-ta-end signalling is a method in which signals are passed from one end to the other of a
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multilink connection without signal processing at intermediate switching points.

In Unk-by-Unk signalling the signals are received and passed on at each intermediate switching
point between the ends of a multilink connection.

In case of eompelled signalling, every signal must be acknowledged in the opposite direction
before another signal may be sent.

A caB may come from a subscriber terminated on the exchange, an originating eall, or from
adistant exchange, an ineoming eall. An incoming caB to a subscriber terminated at the exchange
is a terminating eall, to another exchange a transit eall. An originating caB may be to another
exchange, an outgoing eall, or to a subscriber terminated at the same exchange, a terminating
eall, or is afaciUty eall when it sets up or cancels a customer facility.

I
type of caU I1 source I destination I
originating this exchange

incoming another exchange

tenninating this exchange

outgoing this exchange another exchange

fllcilit)' this exchange

transit another exchange another exchange

lable J. types of eall

The main actions primarily depend on whether the call is outgoing or terminating. Minor
variations depend on the call being originating or incoming. Functions to be carried out are digit
analysis, digit translation, switch-path set-up, charging and enabling customer facilities.

Digit analysis

For an incoming caB, digit analysis is only required to determine whether it is terminating or
transit since most of the analysis has been performed at the exchange where the caB originated.
Digits define the type of eaU being initiated like service calIs, operater caUs, emergency caBs,
local, non-Iocal and international caBs and caBs concerning customer facilities. The signal is
stored, a timer is set and the dial tone removed. If any further input signals have not been
received once the timer has expired, the call can be aborted. For every caB attempt, the
subscriber's class o/serviee, COS, record is checked. Specitic action can be undertaken in case
of a c1ass of caB that is barred, or in case of inadmissible digits.
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Digit translation

The purpose of digit translation is to access Iists, by using the input digits, to determine a circuit

on which the call can leave the exchange and to acertain the routing digits that must be sent to

the next exchange in case of a non terminating caB and the rate at which the call should be

charged.

Switch-path set-up

When digit analysis or translation has shown the call to be terminating on the exchange, the Hne

is checked to be not engaged. If it is engaged, the busy tone must be sent to the subscriber. If

not, the Hne is seized by setting the busy bit in the COS record. A path through the switch of

the exchange wil! be set up and a ringing current will be sent to the called subscriber. If this

is not possible, a busy tone will be sent. At his point, the call is 'waiting' and either

an off-hook signal from the eallee has not been received nor an on-hook signal from the

calling subscriber for a certain time,

the calling subscriber c1ears down, in which case the on-hook signal is sent or

the off-hook signalof the called subscriber is received.

The ringing current is disconnected and in the first two possibilities the circuitry is c1eared, in

the last one transmission is provided on the switch path so that conversation can take place.

Charging

Charging is carried out by a loeal exchange for originating calls and requires information Iike

the duration of the eall, the time of day, the day of the week and rates applicable.

Customer facilities

Certain input digits set up, c1ear down or change facilities, which are offered to the subscriber.

These facilities depend on the equipment and signalling system used. Examples of these facilities

are short-code dialling, alarm call, and transfer of calls.

2.4 Evolution of signalling systems

Early methods of interoffice signalling involved dial pulse techniques as with step-by-step

machines [Modarressi,90]. Common control switching systems introduced single-frequency,
SF,Imulti-frequency, MF, signalling techniques. In the SF method, the busy/idle state of the

circuit is determined by a single-frequency tone, usually 2600 Hz, on the trunk when it was idle.

The absence of that tone indicated an off-hook condition. Address information was passed by

12
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MF tones. This signalling was inband, which means that it was conveyed in the same bandwith

as speech. The call set-up times were long, 10 -20 seconds, and only limited information could

be transferred, restricting the capabilities ofthenetwork. Also, tone signalling is subject to fraud

with tone generators. System R2 of the next chapter uses MF signalling.

Electronic processing enabled common channel signall ing. In 1976, AT&T introduced a common

channel signalling system based on the CCITT recommendations for signalling system no.6

(CCI1T,89]. Initially, it only provided for trunk signa1ling and routing was based on a permanent

virtual network. Messages were routed by a band and label scheme, with 512 bands of 16 trunks

to assign to signalling links. The incoming band and terminal were translated to an outgoing band

and terminal for routing. The no.6 protocol is not layered to avoid the overhead of layered

structures and thus meeting the efficiency needed to work at 2.4 kbit/s rates. Though more

advanced than the previous signalling systems, drawbacks like large administrative efforts for

banded routing, Iimited message lenghts and low speed links incited the CCIIT to develop a

new system for digital trunks: signalling system no. 7.
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3. Signalling system R2

Signalling System Regional 2 can be used for integrated international and national signalIing.

It is suitable for both automatic and semi-automatic working, for use on satellite links and 3 kHz

spaced carrier links. System R2 is fully described in Blue Book fascicle VIA (CCITT,89].

There are two versions of line signalling: the analogue version for carrier systems which is

outband and on-speech path and the digital vers ion for Iink-by-link, channel associated PCM

systems. This report will only deal with the digital version.

The interregister multifrequency selection signalling is the same for the digital and analogue

version.

3.1 Line signalling

The digital version is Iink-by-Iink using two signalling channels in each direction oftransmission

per speech circuit. These channels are referred to as ~ and br for the forward direction and ab
and bb for the backward direction. ar identifies the operating condition ofthe outgoing equipment

and the condition of the calling subscriber's line. br indicates a failure in the forward direction

to the incoming switching equipment. abgives the condition of the called subscriber's line, on

or off hook. bb indicates the idle or seized state of the incoming switching equipment (tabIe 2).

I Ilt I bI I a" I b. ~ state I
I 0 I 0 idle/released

0 0 I 0 seized

0 0 I I seizure aeknowledged

0 0 0 I answered

0 0 1 I c1ear back

I 0 0 I elear forward (eaBed party on hook)

I 0 I I elear forward (called party off hook)

lable 2. signa//ing code on lhe PCM line unJer nonnal ConJilion
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Forward line signals are:
-seizing,

sent at the beginning of the call to initiate transition of me cir-cuit at the incoming end f-rom
the idle state to the seized state,

-clear forward,
sent to terminate the call or call attempt and to release in the incoming exchange and
beyond it all switching units held on the call and

-forward transfer,
the operator on the outgoing end wants the help of an operator at the incoming
international exchange. This signal is not standardized.

Backward line signaIs, sent to the outgoing exchange are:
-seizing-acknowledgement,

indicates transition of the equipment at the incoming end from the idle to seized state,
-answer,

indicating the called party has answered the call,
-c1ear-back,

indicating the called party has c1eared,
-release-guard,

indicates the fully effective returning of the switching units at the incoming end of the
circuit to the idle state in response to a c1ear-forward signal and

-blocking,
sent on an idle circuit to cause engaged conditions to be applied to this circuit, guarding
it against subsequent seizure.

3.2 Interregister signalling

The interregister signalling is performed end-to-end using a 2-out-of-6 in-band multifrequency

code with forward and backward compelled signalling. These frequencies do not interfere with
other signaIs.

End-to-end signalling is a method tor signalling between registers over two or more links in
tandem without signal regeneration in intermediate exchanges, see figure 1.

The outgoing R2 register is at the outgoing end of a signalling system. It controls the call set-up
over the whole signalling section. It sends forward interregister signals and receives backward
interregister signaIs. This register receives information via preceeding links of the connection
operating with another signalling system, or from a subscriber's line.

The incoming R2 register at the incoming end of a link receives forward interregister signaIs
via the preceeding link or links and sends backward interregister signaIs.

Only the address information needed for routing the call through a transit exchange is transferred
from the outgoing register to the incoming registers which come into action one after another.

15
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In the transit exchange tbe speech-path is immediately tbrough~connected and tbe incoming

register released. Tben tbe outgoing register can exchange information directly witb tbe incoming

register of tbe next exchange. Such end-ta-end signalling is advantageous as it reduces signalling

equipment needed and minimizes the holding time of registers in transit exchanges.

Generally transmission conditians in a national network comply with the requirements specified

for System R2 and as such allow end-to-end signalling over complete connections between local

exchanges. If not, or where R2 is used in a satellite link, tbe overall multi-Iink connection is

divided into end-to-end signalling sections.

A short post-dialling delay is achieved by using overlap operation. In overlapping interregister

signalling tbe outgoing register starts call set-up as soon as it has received tbe minimum requisite

information, also before tbe complete address information is received, i.e. tbe caller finishes

dialling. En bloc register signalling requires complete reception of the address information.

System R2 compelled signalling operates as follows:

on seizure of a link, tbe outgoing register automatically starts sending tbe first forward

interregister signal,

as soon as tbe incoming register recognizes tbis signal, it starts sending a backward

interregister signal which has its own meaning and at tbe same time serves as an

acknowledgement signal,

as soon as tbe outgoing register recognizes tbe acknowledging signal, it stops sending tbe

forward interregister signal,

as soon as the incoming register recognizes tbe cessation of tbe forward interregister

signal, it stops sending tbe backward interregister signal and

as soon as tbe outgoing register recognizes tbe cessation of tbe acknowledging backward

interregister signal it may, if necessary, start sending tbe appropriate next forward

interregister signa\.
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Forward register signals are:
-address,

contains one element of information, a digit or a code, about the called or caUing party's
number or the end of pulsing,

-country-code and echo-suppressor indicators,
indicating the inclusion of the country-code in the address information, the need for an
outgoing half-echo suppressor or an incoming half-echo suppressor,

-Ianguage or discriminating digit,
indicating what language should be used by the operator and the automatic working or
any special characteristic of the caU,

-test caB indicator,
the caB is originating from test equipment,

-nature of circuit indicators,
sent on request and using a second nature of some signaIs,

-end-of-pulsing,
no other address signal will followor the transmission of code identifying the origin of
the caB is completed and

-calling party's category,
contains supplementary information concerning the nature of the eaU and its origin.

Backward register signals concern:
-requesting transmission of address signaIs,
-requesting information about the circuit,
-requesting information about the call or calling party,
-congestion signaIs,
-address-complete signals and
-the condition of the caUed subscriber's Hne.

Some other signals are reserved for use in the national network.
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4. Signalling system no.7

SignaJling system number 7 is an internationally standardized general purpose common channel

signalling system that is optimized for operation in digital telecommunications networks in

conjunction with stored program controlled exchanges. A general description and the

speciflcations of the message transfer part is given in Blue Book VI.7 and the user parts are

specifled in fascicle VI.8 and VI.9 [CCITI,89]. The system's functional architecture consists

of four levels and the relationship with the OSI model is indicated. Further the telephone user

part is described by its signaIs. Recent and future developments concerning system no.7 end this

chapter.

4.1 Features

Signalling system no.7· can meet present and future requirements of information transfer for

inter-processor transactions within telecommunications networks for call control, remote control,

and management and maintenance signalIing. It provides areliabIe means for transfer of

information in correct sequence and without loss or duplication. It is suited for both circuit

relates and non-circuit related signalling. The applications supported are the public switched

telephone network, the integrated services digital network, interaction with network databases

and service control points, the public land mobile network and operations administration and

maintenance of networks.

The protocol was tailored to the telephone system originally, but its evolution has been

influenced by the need to encompass more telecommunications services and to be aligned with

the OSI reference model.

The development of system nO.7 started in the mid seventies [Modarressi,90]. At that time, the

layered approach for data transport was being developed and its value for signalling techniques

was recognized. The advancement of technology diminished the importanee of the inefficiency

that was caused by the overhead oflayered protocols and enabling flexibility in realizing complex

functions. The system is influenced by bit-oriented protocols Iike higher-level data link control,

HDLC. The flrst CCITT recommendations were published in 1980. Exapansions followed in

1984 and 1988. New recommendations are to be published this year.

The signalling system is optimized for operation over 64 kbit/s digital channels and it is carried

in a dedicated time-slot within a PCM system. It is also suitable for operation over analogue

channels and at lower speeds. The system can also be applied to point-to-point terrestial and

• The abbreviation SS7 denotes the signalling system implcmented in the US which differs from the cenT
signalling system no. 7. Therefore it will not be used.
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satellite links. If required, it can he extended to point-to-multipoint operation.

Arrangements like errar detection and correction, redundancy of signalling links and automatic
diversion of signalling trafficiil case of link failures provide reliahle operation.

The combination of signalIing points and their interconnecting signalIing links form the ccn.
signalling system no.7 signalling network. Signalling points are exchanges, operation,
administration and maintenance centres, service contral points and signalling transfer points,
identified by a unique code known as a point code.

A sender/receiver system consists of three subsystems. The signalling control subsystem that
receives information from the contral system of the exchange, structures it to be sent in the
appropriate formats, and queues the messages. It generates filler messages when there are no
messages to be sent. Then the signalling termination subsystem assembles signalling units using
the sequence numbers and check bits generated by the error contral subsystem.

Signalling network structure

Signalling system nO.7 is specified for use in the associated and quasi associated mode, so the
signalling route is pre-determined.

The originating point of a message is the signalling point at which the message is created. The
destination point is the signalling point to which a message is destined. A signal transfer point,
STP, is neither the source nor the destination of the message transferred.

The national and international network are considered to be structurally independent. A network
consists of signalling points connected by signalling links. Signalling links encompass level 2
functions and provision is made for maintaining the correct message sequence. Signalling points
provide signalling network functions at level 3 and user functions may be provided at level 4
if it also is an originating poim or a destination point. A signalling transfer point, STP, only
transfers messages from one signalling link to another. A particular signalling point may belang
to both networks, hut signall ing points are allocated signalling point codes according to the rules
of each network.

Destination point code, originating point code and the signalling link selection, SLS, are given
in the message's label offigure 36. Routing is based on the DPC and SLS. GeneralIy, more than
one link can be used to route a message to a particular DPC. The selection of a particular link
is made using the SLS field. This is calIed load sharing and its objective is to keep the load as
evenly balanced as possihle. Using the same SLS ensures messages taking the same path and
thus arriving in sequence.

Routing is specified independent ofthe underlying signalling network structure, however to meet
the availability requirements, the network must pravide redundancy. Building components of

the signalIing network are basic mesh networks. These enable diversion in case of link failure.

Routing principles are:
message routes pass thraugh a minimum number of STPs,
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routing at each signalling point wiJl not be

affected by message routes used up to the

concerning STP,

if more then one route available, then the

traftic should be load shared and

related messages follow the same route to

ensure the correct message sequence.
O:sP O:STP

o
w
o

4.2 Architecture

jigure 5. basic mesh ne/work and iu simlijied

Vt!rsions

Signalling system nO.7 is divided into four functionallevels, not to be eonfused with the layers

of the OSI reference model, as shown in figure 2. The user parts form the top level and the

message transfer part, MTP, consists of the remaining three levels [CCITI,89],[Redmill,90].

level
APPUCATION

D
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n
APPUCATION
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I

jSCCP

I Y ! I
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jigure 6. func/ional archi/ec/ure of signalling sys/em no. 7
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2
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Message transfer part

Level 1, the signalling data link functions, of the MTP defines the physical, eleetrical and
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functional characteristics of a signalling link and the means to access it.

Level 2, the signalling linkfunctions, defines the functions and procedures for and relating to
the transfer of signaIling messages over one individual signalling data link. These functions are
error control, link initialisation, error-rate monitoring, flow control and delimitation of the
signalling messages. Error contro! is achieved by appending acyclic redundancy check code
to the messages and requesting retransmission on errors according to the go-back-N technique
[Tanenbaum,88]. For link initialisation, defined link status control messages are used to bring
both ends of the signalling link into known states to each other. Error rate monitoring uses the
'Ieaky bucket' principle. The count of faulty messages is maintained and decremented at a fixed
rate according to the number of good messages. If this count reaches a critical value, the link
will be removed from service and this will be reported to level 3. Flow control prevents
receiving nodes from being overloaded by witholding acknowledgement messages and informing
the traftic souree that the link concerning is in congestion. Delimitation marks the boundaries
between messages. A signalling message delivered by the higher levels is transferred over the
signalling link in variabie length signa] units. The signa] unit comprises transfer control
information in addition to the information content of the signalling message.

Level 3, the signalling data linkfunctions, defines the transport functions and operations common
to and independent of the operation of individual signalling links. These are signalling message
handlingfunctions directing the message to the proper signalling link or user part and signalling
networkmanagementfunctiolls controll ing the message routing and configuration ofthe signalling
network facilities.

MESSAGE TRANSFER PART II
~J USER

transfer .o PARTS

i

I link

I contt~

S\ONAU.INO LINK
~-~

~1~ignalling
lcontrol , data

L link

D i

i USER \1common

I

1 i 1 lraDSfer

PARTS L
. -----.J

figure 7. functions of lhe message lransfer part

User parts

The user parts form level 4 of the signalling system. They define call-control signals to be used
between communicating switching nodes.

The signalling connection control pan, SCCP, comprises additional functions to the MTP to
provide connectionless and connection-oriented network services to transfer circuit related and
non-circuit related information. It enables the control of logical signalling connections in a
Signalling system no.7 network and the transfer of signalling data units across the Signalling
system no.7 network. The SCCP has a routing function in which the global title, for instanee
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dialled digits, are translated into a signalling point code and a subsystem number. Another
function is the management function to control the availability ofthe "subsystems" and broadcast
this information to other nodes in the network which have a need to know the status of the
subsystem. Users of the SCCP are the ISDN user part and the transaction capabilities, TC.

The data user pan, DUP, defines the protocol to control interchange circuits used on data calls,
and data call facility registration and cancellation.

The telephone user pan, TUP, hand les the necessary telephone signalling functions for use of
Signalling system nO.7 for international telephone call control signalling such as telephone
signalling messages, their encoding and signalling procedures, and cross-officeperformance. The
latter is to verify that the exchange does not exceed certain error rates. While the DUP still is
not on an appreciable level of use, the TUP is in use in its international form between several
countries. The TUP+ is an enhanced version that supports Iimited ISDN-based services.

The ISDN user pan, ISDN-UP, gives the ISDN network signalling messages, their encoding and
signalling procedures, and cross-office performance. However, it deals with the basic services
only. The ISDN-UP is suited for switched services and user facilities for voice and non-voice
applications in the ISDN, dedicated telephone and circuit switched data networks and in
analogue, and mixed analogue/digital networks. The combination with the SCCP provides end-to
end signalIing.

The transaetion capabilities, TC, consist
of the transactions capabilities application
part, TCAP, and the intermediate service
part, ISP, that is for further study. TC
provides services based on a
connectionless network service which does
not require ISP functions. Connection
oriented TC services and the ISP layer 4-6
functions are for further study.

SMAP

D
ISMAE.-- _._.-.I I

I : ASE:

AE

other
transaction

services

D
'·--·_·-1
I I

I ASEs I

I. _.- - -'

; TCAP I

osr

7

4-6

TC

transaction capabilities and application entities

: ISP :

TC

figure 8.

The applicatioll entity, AE, is the
combination of the TCAP and the
applicatioll service entity, ASE. It
represents the communication functions of
the appl ication process that are pertinent
to inter-nodal communication using layer
7 application protocols. The mobile application part, MAP, is an example of an AE. Systems
management is provided for by the S)'stems management applicationprocess, SMAP. The aspect
of the SMAP involving communication is the systems management application entity, SMAE.
The operation, maintenance and administrationpan, OMAP, provides the application protocols
to monitor, co-ordinate and control all the network resources that make communication based
on signall ing system no.7 possible.

An application process is a range of functions and features which support aspecific network
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requirement, using one or more ASEs. It either co-ordinates specitic aspects of network operation

Iike ISDN call control and mohiles, or is an individual or supplementary service control function,

e.g. closed user group.

OSI reference model layering and signalling system no.7

The reference model of open systems interconnection is a well-defined structure for modelling

the interconnection and exchange ofinformation between users in a communications system. The

functional model is divided into seven layers, not to be confused with the levels of Signalling

System no.7 mentioned before. A layer receives service from an underlying layer and offers

services to the layer above [Mitra,91].

physical

data link

application

presc:ntation

session

network

transpon

applicatJon process
I

L physlcal medium

application

preseotatioo

session

transpon
,

network

data link

physi~

application procsss
I

2. The data link layer overcomes the

Iimitations inherent in the physical circuit and

allows errors in transmission to he detected

and recovered, therehy masking deficienees

in transmission quality.
figure 9. applicalion processes communicaling

3. The network layer transfers data accordirrg 10 (he OS/ refererrce model

transparently hy performing routing and

relaying of data between end users. One or more of the subnetworks may interwork at the

network layer to provide an end user to end user network service. A connectionless network

provides for the transfer of data between end users, making no attempt to guarantee a

relationship between two or more data messages from the same user.

I. The physical layer provides transparent

transmission of a bitstream over a circuit. It

furnishes the interface to the physical media

and is responsible for relaying bits.

4. The transport layer provides end user to end user transfer optimizing the use of resources

according to the type and character of the communication, and relieves the user of any concern

for the details of transfer. It operates end-to-end, enhancing the network layer when necessary

to meet the quality of service objectives of the users.

5. The session layer co-ordinates the interaction within each association between communicating

application processes. For example, full and half duplex dialogue.

6. The presentation layer transforms the syntax of the data to be transferred inta a form that

is recognizable by the communicating application processes.

7. The application layer specifies the nature of the communication required to satisfy the users'

needs. It is the top layer ofthe OSI model and therefore the sole means for an application proces

10 access the OSI environment.

The MTP comprises OSI layers and 2, and part of layer 3. The other part of layer 3 is
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provided for in the SCCP, TUP, DUP and ISDN-UP. Layer 4-7 define functions relating to end

ta-end communication that are provided for in the user parts, see figure *.

4.3 Telephone user part

The telephone user part is described in the blue baak fascicle VI.8 [CCITI,89]. The use of

signalling system no.7 for telephone caB control requires the application of the telephone user

part functions as weil as an appropriate set of the message transfer part functions. It is meant

for international use and provides the same features as other CCITI signalling systems.

A Iink-by-Iink continuity check of the speech path is possible when the system is used with

analogue telephone circuits or digital equipment without fault indications.

Signalling points are allocated unique codes.

Function of telephone messages and signals

The telephone signalling messages are grouped as follows:

-forward address messages,

containing address information sent forward,

-forward set-up messages,

further information for call set-up, subsequent to address messages,

-backward set-up request messages,

requesting backwards further information tor call set-up,

-successful backward set-up information messages,

address complete and charging,

-unsuccessful backward set-up information messages,

informing about the unsuccessful call set-up,

-call supervision messages,

-circuit supervision messages,

-circuit gro~p supervision messages,

-circuit network management messages,

used to control traffic tlow to reduce congestion and

-automatic congestion control information messages,

relating to the congestion status.

The service information contains the service indicator that identifies the user part the signalling

message belongs to and the network indicator to distinguish national from international messages.
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4.4 Prospeets of signalling system no.7

Signalling system no.7 will be widespread deployed in public networks and their interconnection.
DUP and TUP functions will be covered by the ISDN-UP protocol. After 1995, broadband
ISDN, BISDN, capabilities wiJl be emerged in the network [Modarressi,90]. A new user part
will be designated, the ISDN signalling control pan, ISCP. lts structure will be based as much
as possibleon the OSI reference model [Mitra,91], it will encompass both the network signalling
protocol and the access signalling protocol for BISDN, and its functions and capabilities will
be developed in the context of of a B1SDN environment to provide for separation of bearer
control from call control. It should support supplementary services and be applicable to
intelligent network services. The tirst steps in this direction will follow in the forthcoming
cClrr white book, to be published this year. For the further future, room to manoeuvre may
be exhausted leading to a signalling system no.8, perhaps [Funke,90].

All this has consequences for the interworking of signalling system no.7 to R2. However the
system that will be applied in the coming years will be based on the present recommendations
that still contain the TUP. In addition, the following can he considered as an example for
describing interworking systems formally and its use for deriving interworking.
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5. Interworking of signalling systems

The signalling system R2 will gradually be replaced by signalling system no.7. This has for
instance also been done in France [Craveur,87] and Sweden [Heidermark,84]. An interworking
unit must be derived to enable operation of the new system with the old one. The ccnT
recommendations on interworking are given in Blue Book VI.6 [CCIlT,89]. These specifications
are based on the CCIlT specification and description language, SOL [Hogrefe,89].

5.1 Specification and description language, SOL

In SOL, processes are characterized by the following:
a process is a finite state machine that can communicate with parallel existing processes
and meanwhiJe also stores and manipulates data,
a process is either in a transition or waiting for input,
there is a queue for every process in which inputs are stored if the process is in a
transition, the queue and process being independent of and parallel to each other and
two inputs arriving at the same time are put randomly in the queue.

SOL has two syntax farms: SDL graphical representation, SDL/GR and SDL phrase

representation, SDL/PR. Both are exact and semantically equivalent. The phrase representation
can be compared with a computer programming language. Only the graphical representation will
he dealt with since the CeIlT recommendations are in SOLIGR.

answer
QUESTION

SDL/GR

ELSE

DECISION question

(answer): ...

ELSE: ...

ENDDECISION;

SDL{pR

jigure 10. a decision in SDLlGR anti SDLlPR

The description consists of actions and states [Koomen,91]. A transition is a sequence of actions
that occurs when a process moves from one state into another. Actions are communication
actions, decisions and tasks. Inputs and outputs, both from or to either the right or left hand side
to denote the preceding or following process, are communication actions. In a state, the process
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is waiting for input. Connectors link parts of the SOL diagram. Save stores an input that is not

yet expected, but this is not used in the interworking SOL' description. Inputs or outputs with

a double line are internal actiolls.Examples of SOL diagrams can he found in apppendix C.

1< D ó
(~LJCJ<>DOo-

state inputs outputs decision wk save connectors

jigure JJ. SDL symbols

5,2 CCITT interworking

Interworking is defined to be the controlled transfer of signalling information across the

interface" between different signalling systems where the significance of the transferred

information is identical or where the signiticance is translated into a defined number and the

performance of appropriate switching procedures in association with the transfer. It starts with

the successful selection of the signalling system to interwork with and it continues until the

connection is released. CCIIT specifies interworking between its present standardized signalling

systems no.4, 5, 6, 7(fUP), RI and R2, also thirty combinations.

The interworking is divided into three functional blocks: the incoming signalling system logic
procedures''', the interworking logic procedures and the outgoing signalling system logic
procedures, see figure 5. The incoming and outgoing procedures do not depend on the actual

interworking combination. They cause actions such as the acknowledgement signal and the

starting of time supervision that do not need interworking and generate interworking events in

response to actions that do need interworking. These interworking events are:

forward interworking telephone events, FITEs, that perform information transfer in the

forward direction from an incoming signalling system to an outgoing signalling system,

backward interworking telephone events, BITEs, which perform information transfer in

the backward direction from an outgoing 10 an incoming signalling system and

switching processing interface telephone events, SPITEs, describing the information flow

at the functional interface between signalling and switching. These are internal actions.

SOL wil! be used for SOL/GR

•• In telecommunications, an interface is a point between (sub-)systems. In formaJ techniques, interfaces are systems

that enable communication between (sub-)systems. In this report, the Jatter will he interworking units .

••• 'Procedure' is used in the same way as 'process' is in sectiol1 5.1.
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INCOMING INTERWORKING OUTGOING

FITE -

SPITE

BITE I

figure J2. CCfIT interworking of signal/ing system no. 7 10 R2

The complete interworking between system no.? and R2 is the combination of incoming no.?,

interworking no.? -. R2 and outgoing R2 with incoming R2, interworking R2 -. no.? and

outgoing R2, as shown in figure 6.

interworking

#1-R2
incoming #7

--~I-_--------"-------" :JR2
...--.......:1

I ~ "","",,1dn, b I
~.------,----#7R2-#7 incoming:J

#7

figure J3. lhe interworking unit betwem signa/ling syslem no. 7 anti R2

The FITEs, BITEs and SPITEs are Iisted in appendix D. Appendix C contains the SDL

description incoming system no.?, interworking system no.? to R2 and outgoing system R2.
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5.3 Interworking by combining behaviours

This paragraph deals with interworking in a way that differs from that of the ccrrr.1t IDay

reduce the complexity of the description, especially since only the interworking between

signalling system nO.7 and R2 is of interest, and not the aptitude of the description to other

signalling sytems.

The behaviour of system nO.7 and that of system R2 will be described. The interworking unit

is the combination of the mirrored system no.7 behaviour and the mirrored R2 behaviour. The

mirrored R2 behaviour can be seen as the response to R2 behaviour. The interworking from

system no.7 ta R2 and vice versa can be seperated, Iike in figure 13. The SDL diagrams for

the incoming and outgoing system are then of use to describe the mirrored behaviour of system

n07. and R2.

SS #7 interworking unit SS R2

figure J4. inlerworking by combining syslem no. 7 and R2 behaviour

The behaviours will be described in ces and this formal description technique is treated in

chapter 6. The behaviours will be combined according ta the combination algorithm of section

6.4.
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6. Calculus of communicating systems

The calculus ofcommunicating systems, ces, was developed by Robin Milner [Milner,SO]. ces
will not be dealt with in detail here; the interested reader is referred to [Milner,S9]. For the use
of ces in telecommunications, [Koomen,9l] is recommended. This chapter is only about the
theory and notational conventions needed for the derivation of the interworking unit.

The concurrent system is described by considering its behaviour that is externally observational.
Of interest is the way the system interacts with the outside world, so its behaviour is defined
by its entire capability of communication. Shortly, the behaviour of a system is exactly what
is observabIe and to observe a system is exactly to communicate with it.

6.1 Definitions

a OR a

jigure J5. transilion

xo x

@ ®

Agents are the objects of behaviour. An agent's behaviour is defined in
terms of actions they can perform. It is denoted by an aJgebraic
expression, the behaviour equatioll, in which an agent equals one or a
sequence of actions, separated by : and followed by the agent. A behaviour
equation can be regarded as a state transit ion equation with the current
state on the left-hand side and the state transitions followed by their
resulting state on the right-hand side.

S is the agent for signaJling system no.7 and R for signalling system R2.
Their states are given by SI, S2, ... and Rl, R2, ...

? is used for inputs and ! for outputs. Inputs from the preceding system are given by inl? and
those from the following system by in2? Each message can be seen as a separate input or output
port.

For example, sending a c1ear forward to the

s
eLF

------I inI
CLF

oua f-----

jigure J6. syslem S lransferring message CLF
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next system equals performing out2!.CLF·. A system that would only pass a clear forward
would be given by the following behaviour equation:

s inl?CLF: out2!.CLF: S

or in the normal form, which means that a new state is preceeded by only one action:

SO = inI?CLF: SI

SI out2!.CLF: SO

Syntax"

Action prefix, XO == ex: XI, states that behaviour XO can perform action ex and then show
behaviour XI. Another notations are X = ex: X' and X ".... X'. X' is an ex-derivative of X.

Summation: suppose X performing a leads to X' and Y' performing b to Y·. The summation

of X and Y, X+Y, performing a then results in behaviour X'. Under action b, X+Y produces
behaviour Y·.

The parallel composition X I Y can perform all the actions of X and Y. A complementary action,
that is the input of X or Y and also the output of the other, is in this case an internal action of

X I Y, replaced by r. (See hiding.) Suppose X = a: X' and Y = b: Y·. X I Y under aresults
in X' I Y and action b produces X I Y'. If a and bare complementary and occur synchronized,
then the result is X' I Y·.

The restrietion (X I Y) \{a} is the removal of all a and a-complementary actions from X I Y.

Relabelling X[b/a] is replacing label a by label b in the expression X. This is done to denote
complementary actions.

Summation and composition are assumed to he associative and commutative [Milner,89].

Hiding

A system may perform internal aetiolls. Such
an action is not externally observable, but a
transit ion of the system due to this internal
action, is. The action itself is not of
importance, only the fact that an internal
action has occurred is of interest. The action
may be replaced by T, in this way simplifying
the description, but also discarding

figure 17. infonnation conlenls of lhe description

• At this stage, in I? CLF is to he seen as a unique port. Communication is the recept ion of a synchronization pulse
at this port. Actually, the message CLF is passcd as a value at port in I of S. This will he explancd under Synchronization
and Value passing of section 6.2.

- CCS laws conceming this syntax are listcd in scction 6.3.
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information about the system. The description of a system with use of hiding is that of a larger
system than without hiding. 7 is called internalor silent action.

For example, system X consists of two subsystems A and B that communicate with message b,
given by:

AO in?a: Al BO in?b: BI
S

Al outLb: AO BI outLe: BO A B

a in a
in out b in

c c
out out --

XO in?a: Xl

Xl r: X2

X2

Decision

out!.e: XO jigure 18. ryslem X = (A I B)\{b)

Decision or colUiitioll is provided [or by the IF-statement. Suppose system Y checks a variabie
x to be 0,1 or 2. The equation tor state YO could be:

YO if x=O then YI + if x= I then Y2 + if x =2 lhen Y3

or also possible:

YO ifx=OlhenYI + ifnotx=OthenY4

IF reduction

The evaluation of acondition can be seen as an internal action and be replaced by 7 and thereby
hiding information, like in the system above:

YO r: YI + r: Y2 + r: Y3

T-Iaws

The following 7-1aws wiJl be used:

a: T: XO a: XO

XO + r: XO r: XO

T-reduction

Applying 7-reduction is the removal of all 7'S. Again, this causes loss of information. The system
Y above would yield:
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YO Yl + Y2 + Y3

YO is the summation of the behaviour of YI, Y2 and Y3, denoted by YO.I.2.3

jigure 19. decision ....

Fairness

...followed by IF reduclion... . .. a n d T

reduclion

A system with XO::: T: XO + XI can make T-actions indefinitly and in this way never leave
state XO. Thefaimess ruIl' states that X wil! move to XI after a finite amount of T-moves. Also,
XO ::: T: XO + Xl must be replaced by XO = T: XI. This rule may be used only in those cases
in which there is additional information on the application that guarantees the mie is applicabie.

6.2 Systems in ces
This paragraph is about the means and techniques to describe systems in ces. These are
expansion in order to combine systems and value passing and queues to realize concurrency.

Expansion

Composing systems is to determine the parallel composition of their behaviours, restricted with
respect to their connecting ports since only the externally behaviour is of interest.

In CCS, concurrency is modeled by interleaving ofaetions. This means that two actions can only
map onto the same moment if they are complementary, also in case of communication. This
yields

Al lBO = Aout!.b: AO I BO + Bin?b: AI I BI + r: AO I BI

for system X of figure *, because Aout!.b and Bin?b are complementary actions. It takes al1

= denotes observation equivalence, see section 6.3.
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possible interleavings. After restriction, only

(AI I BD)\{Aout!.b} :::: 7: AD I BI

remains. Calculating (A I a)\{Aout!.b} is known as expansion.

Let L be the set of complementary actions between systems Pi' The parallel composition ofthem,

P = (PI I P2 I '" I PJ\L can be calculated as follows:

P = E a: (PI I '" I Pi' I I Pn)\L

+ E 1: (PI I '" I Pi' I I P/ I ... I Pn)\L

with:

Pi = a: Pi' and a or its complement is not a member of L

Pi = 1: Pi' and Pj = 1': P/with land its complement l' in L

This expansion law can be applied after relaheling connecting ports.

The algorithm for expansion contains four steps:
a. XO = AOaO,
b. list every possible action of A and B that is permitted under the restriction, meaning not

involving communication between A and a, followed by the resulting state,
c. add actions that do involve communication, denoted by Tand followed by the resultinf

state and
d. repeat b. and c. for every resulting state that has not been evaluated yet.

For example, system X = (A I B)\{Aout!.b}:
a. XO = AOBO initial state,

b. AOBO = Ain?a: AIBO this is the only action possible at this stage fOf A, and B is waiting

until A is able to communicate, too,

c. AIBO = T: AOBI communication takes place and

b. AOBI = Bout!.c: AOBO the only state left to evaluate.

or:
XO = (AO I BO)\{Aout!.b}

= «Ain?a: Aout!.b: AO) I (Bin?b: Bout!.c: BO»\{Aout!.b}

= Ain?a: «Aout!.b: AO) I (Bin?b: Bout!.c: BO»\{Aout!.b}

= Ain?a: T: (AO I (Bout!.c: BO»\{Aout!.b}

= Ain?a: T: Bout!.c: (AO I BO)\{Aout!.b}

= Ain?a: T: Bout!.c: XO

Synchronization

ces knows a version based on pure synchronization and and one with value passing. So far,
the first is used.

In pure synchronization, communication only is the sending and receiving of a synchronization
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putse, like sending an envelope without a
letter. This seems not to be enough to
describe systems whose future hehaviour

-depends on the informatión received·.
This dependence is expressed in decisions
that have conditions based on input figure 20. lranslaling message values info multiple pons

variables. These input variables occur as
parameters in an input prefix. This is value passing communication. At first sight, value passing
seems necessary and the most convenient way to describe systems in practice. However, values
or messages on a single port can be translated into multiple ports that are purely synchronized.

This means that the definition of the theory of CCS may be restricted to pure synchronization
without value variables and value expressions. It can be applied to a value passing calculus by
translating that calculus into the basic calculus. Value passing is useful, because a description
using it, is smaller than one with purely synchronized ports.

Value passing

Suppose av is an input action in which the value x is transferred for variabie v: A a
v
_ A'(x/v).

In this way, different states for different values of vare introduced. lf a' is not an action in B,
then A av_ A' wiJl cause A I B av_ A'(xlv) I B. Also, if A does not have an action complementa
ry, to b, B b_ B implies A [ B b~ A I B'. In the case B a'v_ B', communication with value
passing takes place: A I B T_ A' (xlv) I B'.

In the description of signalling systems, in 1denotes the input from the preceding exchange and
outl the output that exchange. In2 and out2 are used for communication with the following
exchange. Receiving a c1ear forward, CLF, is performing the act ion inl?CLF. This can be
regarded as a synchronization pulse on the port inl?CLF of the system in the purely
synchronized calculus.

Q.I'>
iDl 0UI1

~ foU"'""l

"uil iD2

figure 21. value passing figure 22. value passing between signalling systems

Queueing

In the foregoing, communication between two agents is assumed to oceur simultaneously; the
message is received at the same moment it is sent. In practiee, the ehannel has a memory
property and the sender proceeds, not awaiting the reception of the message at the ather end.

This is the faet for signalling systems 10 whieh decisions are made upon infonnation. previously reeeived.
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This means that the sending and receiving are separated actions. Each input has a message queue.

The delay is modelled to occur only in the input queue and not in the channel anymore. In the

expansion of two parallel systems, first a T-action occurs for the sender to put the message in

the queue, and then another T-action for the receiver to remove the message from the queue.

a .
m

A

b
outl-----

B

. C
f--- m out I----

jigure 23. syslem X = (A I SJ/rb) wilh buffering

A I OBOO = r: AO()BO(b)

AOOBO(b) = r: AOOBI()

AOOBIO = Bout!.c: AOOBOOb.

c2.

cl.

For example, the expansion of system X = (A I B)\{Aout!.b} now proceeds as follows:
a. AOOBOO initial state,

b. AOOBOO = Ain?a: AIOBOO this is the only action possible at this state for A and B is

waiting for A to be ready to communicate, toa,

A puts the message b in the queue of B,

B takes the message from the queue,

the only state lef! to evaluate.

Timers

In practice, systems tend to show unwanted behaviour besides wanted behaviour. To be able

to cope with this behaviour not wanted, strengthens the theory. Lossy channels are an important

source of errors in communication. Redundancy may be added to the messages for the receiver

to determine whether the information is correct or not. An example for this is the cyclic

redundancy chech, eRe, in which a code, calculated from the bits of the message, is added to

the message and checked against the result of the same calculation, but then performed by the

receiver. In case of errors, retransmission can be asked by a negative acknowledgement or the

absence of an acknowledgement informs the receiver that an error has occurred. The latter brings

on the need to introduce time-outs.

send message

though timed-out, ACK may still arrive

correct received. start again at AD

time-out, so send again

The following is an example of how to do this. Figure 24 shows systems A and B with

acknowledgement and time-out:
AO inl?a: Al

Al = out2Lb: A2

+ in2?ACK: AO

A2 == in2?ACK: AD

+ T: Al
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A
b>

B
out2 int

a
int out2 c

<ACK outt

( \

~ime_out

Jigure 24. system X = (A I B)/{b,ACK) using acknowledgement and time-out

BO = inl?b: BI
BI = outl LACK: B2
B2 = out2! .e: BO

B reeeives h eorrectly and
eonfirms this with ACK

Expansion of X = (A I B)\{Aout!.b, Ain?ACK} yields:

XD
ADBO

AIBO

A2BI

AIBI

AOB2

AIB2

= AOBO

= Ainl?a: AIBO

= r: A2BI

= r: AOB2

+ r: AIBI

= r: AOB2

= Ainl?a: AIB2

+ Bout2!.c: ADBO

= Bout2!.c: AIBO

initial state,

this is the only action possible at this state for A and B

is waiting until A is able to communicate,

communication takes place

A awaits ACK and B b

ACK sent and received

intemally timed-out

both would like 10 send

A cannot send band will not receive ACK

This system is free of deadlock, which means there is not an equation of the form AB = niI.
If deadlock should occur while expanding, the behaviour of A and B should be altered.

The time for a timer to expire must exceed the time for data to arrive or aetions to oecur.
Assigning values to ACK referring to the message to be acknowledged prevents a wrong message
from being aeknowledged.

6.3 Format verification

Verificatîon is checking the consistency between a specification and a potential implementation.
Formally: define a equivalence relation over behaviours and show that the specification S and
the implementation I are in the same equivalence class. Agems are equivalent if an external
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observer cannot distinguish them.

Two agents are in bisimulatioll if one can simulate the behaviour of the other and vice versa.
This is bisimulation equivalence.

Differences in equivalence

Replacing a description of a system by an equivalent one may change the information content
of the description and its justification depends on the situation. It is important how equivalence
is defined.

ryslem A ~ ryslem Bfigure 25.

A = a: A + T: b: A

B = a: B + b; B

Assuming T: X = X would yield A = B. If a ~
b then B may perform either a or h, whatever
state it can reach (this is fact only B). But A may reach A' after Tand in that state, action b is
possible and a is not. The occurence of T is autonomous in the sense that it does not need
external participation and therefore A is uncontrollable, or non deterministic, while B is perfectly
controllabie and deterministic.

Consider systems A and B:

The example shows that the fact that two agents can perform the same sequences of external
actions does not prove them behaviourally equal.

s s

figure 26. replacing X by Y requires X = Y

If a part of a system must be replaced, the equivalence must be stronger than only being able
to perform the same action sequences. For example, system X must be equal to system Y in
tigure 26. We will proceed with detinitions of different types og equivalence. The quick reader
can continue with the paragraph on CCS-laws.
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Strong equivalence

Arelation S over agents is astrong bisimulation if (P,Q) is a member of Simplies, for every

action a,that whenever P' is an a-derivative of P, forsome Q', Q' is an a-derivative of Q, and

(P' ,Q') also is a member of S.

Systems P and Q are strongly equivalent (P - Q) if and only if for every action a, every a
derivative of P is equivalent to same a-derivate of Q and conversely.

Every a-action of one agent must be matched by an a-action of the other, even for T-actions.

Observation equivalence

Here the requirements concerning a-actions are relaxed. Every T-action is to be matched by zero

or more r-actions.

X' is an Ci.-descendam of X if the act ion a-is preceeded and fol1owed by zero or more r-actions.
For example X = r: r: a: T: X'. Next, with all T-actions removed, it yields X = Ci.: X' or even

X = X' ifa=r'.

Arelation S over agents is a weak bisimulation if (P,Q) is a member of Simplies, for every

act ion a, that whenever P' is an a-derivative of P, for some Q', Q' is an a-descendant of Q

with all r-actions removed, and (P' ,Q') also is a member of S.

Systems Pand Q are observation equivalent (P:::; Q) if and only if for every action a every Ci.

derivative of P is observation equivalent to same a descendant of Q, and similarly with Pand

Q interchanged.

Strong equivalence implies observation equivalence, observation equivalence or bisimularityonly

implies strong equivalence in case both the agents do not contain r-actions.

Observation congruency

Pand a are equal or observatio/l congruent (P=Q) if for every a, whenever P' is an a

derivative of P then for same Q' Q' is an a-descendant of Q and p'and Q' are observationally

equivalent and conversely. Note that Q' is an a-descendant without the removal of T-actions.

Each action of P or Q must be matched by at least one action of the other. This only applies
to the first action of Pand Q since p' and Q' only need to be observation equivalent and not

observation congruent.

For example a :::; r: a but a~ r: a. Also the systems of figure 25 are observationaJly equivalent,

but not observational1y congruent.

The following notation of equivalence types is used: == syntactically identical, - strongly

equivalent, = equal or observationally congruent, and "'" observationally equivalent.
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ces laws

summation

A+B=B+A

A + (B + C) = (A + B) + C

A + nil = A

A+A=A

composition

AIB=BIA

A I (B I C) = (A I B) I C

A I nil = A

restriction

nil \a = nil

(A + B)\a = A\a + B\a

(a: A)\a = Dil

= a: (A\a)

{a=O'}

{a;z!O'}

A\a = A {a is not one of the actions that constitute behaviour B}

A\a\b =A\b\a

(A I B)\a = (A\a) I (B\a) {a or a' only in A or only in B}

relabelling

nil[b/a] = nil

(A + B)[b/a] = A[b/a] + B[b/a]

(A I B)[b/a] = (A[b/a]) I (B[b/a])

T-Iaws

1. a: T: A = a: A

2. A + T: A = T: A

3. O':(A + B) + a: B = a: (A + T: B)

4. A + T: (A + B) = T: (A + B)

5. T: A "" A

fairness·

• See Faimess in § 6.1.
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6.4 Combination algorithm

Interface systems are characterized by the following: given a set of systems, find a new system
that interfaces with the other systems in a predefined way. Three types of interface synthesis
are possible: synthesis by mirroring, synthesis by completing the specification and synthesis by
interface derivation. The last one uses the combination algorithm.

Mirroring

If systems A and S must communicate with each
other, we want this to happen without the
possibility of deadlock. Let C(A,S) == (A I S)\L
and L are the complementary actions of A and
S. Free of deadlock means C(A,S) = T: C(A,S).

A s
jigure 27. given A, jind S with C(A,S)=r:C(A,S)

M(A) is the mirror image of A: M(A) == A[a'la] and is equaJ to behaviour A in which all
actions are repJaced by their complementary actions.

MT(A) is the T-reduced mirror image of A: MT(A) ë A[a' la, Ir], the mirror image of A
without T-actions.

MTU(A) is the T-reduced mirror image with unique action occurrences of A. An action that has
different resulting states causes non-deterministic behaviour; this is not wanted. If an action
occurs more than one time in an expression for a state, leading to different states, the occurrence
is uniquely identified by a number. For instanee, CLF_I and CLF_2.

Synthesis by mirroring is ilIustrated in [Koomen,9 J], following the next steps:
1. calcuJate the behaviour of the system with which S should interface,
2. calculate the mirror image MTU and
3. refine the description, based on knowledge of the system.

Mirror observation equivalence

Let CMTU(A) == C(A,MTU(A)). It can be shown that CMTU(A) = T: (T: CMTU(A) + T: Dil)
[Koomen,9 JJ. Is there not sub-behaviour of the form T: niJ then the system is deadJock-free,
as stated above. Generalizing, if a system can perform T in a certain state, then the mirror image
is not allowed to do so. However, the roles of A and X at each step ofthe expansion CMTU(A)
can be reserved; at each step one agent must be the MTU of the other. Thus C(A,X) = T:
C(A,X) also ifthe roles of X and A are interchanged at each expansion step. In this case, A and
X are mirror observation equivalent or A :::: m X.
Arelarion S over agents is a weak mirror bisimularion if (P,Q) is a member of Simplies, for
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every action a, that

whenever P' is an a-derivative of P, for some Q', Q' is an a' descendant of Q with all

T-actions removed, and (P' ,Q') also is a member of S,
and similarily with Pand Q interchanged,

whenever P' is a T-derivative of P, then there is not some Q', Q' is a T-descendant of Q

and (P' ,Q) also is a member of S,
and similarily with Pand Q interchanged.

This type of equivalence is weaker than equality. Pand Q only need to be able to follow one

another, but they may not be able to perform a T-action at the same time. T-actions may only

occur if there is not a T-action on the other side.

Completing the specification

A S

figure 28. find S salisfying C(A,S)=SPEC

If we have a specification SPEC, and an agent A which implements SPEC partially, the missing

part S with the property C(A,S) = SPEC can he calculated. Without further proof is stated

S' = C(A I SPEC'). 'denotes the complement or mirror of a system. Again, this is clarified in

[Koomen,91]. The behaviour of A and C, the specification SPEC, is known. Expand

(A I M(C))/L and take the mirror image of the equations resulting from the expansion. Replace

the actions in this mirror image that are a memher of L by their complements and rename the

agents in this mirror image.

Interface derivation: the combination algorithm

While synthesis by mirroring and completing the specification are slightly touched, the

comhination algorithm will be descrihed fully. In this case, modules need to be linked by another

module, thus enabling communication hetween those modules. The algorithm is apt for a number

of systems to be linked together, but here only Iinking two is of interest. The requirement is

C(A,B,S) = T: C(A,B,S).
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A - s B

figure 29. SlO be derived be/ween A anti B

This is satisfied if ceS I A) ::::: m Band ceS I B) ::::: m A. MTU(A) and MTU(B) are the panial
specifications of 5.

In certain cases, messages received by S must be storOO. This queueing is represented by adding
a list of messages to the agent identifier of 5.

Input queues can be taken into account according to queueing in section 6.2.

For now, assume the system having internal queues nor input queues and that the internal delay
is negligible comparOO with the communÏl.:ation delay.

Causal relatiolls neOO to be detinOO to maintain the correct sequence of occerences of actions
that are related. A causal relation between actions ex and B, ex-B, means that ex must have
occurred before B can. This relation is left causal if ex is on the left-hand side. For instanee, in
signalling systems, B can transmit address information only after this has been receivOO from

side A.

The algorithm uses the sets Expand with the states of 5 to be evaluatOO, initially only 50 and
Ready, the states that have already been evaluated. The initial state of S, 50 =
MTU(A)OMTU(B)O. These sets are manipluated according to the following steps·:
1. write the behaviours of A and B in the normal form··,

2. calculate MTU(A) and MTU(B),
3. initialize Expand with SO,
4. define the causal relations,
5. select a state from Expand to be the eurrent state,

6. remove this state from Expand,
7. add this state to Ready,
8. evaluate all the aetions of the current state and their resulting states, reckoning with the

causal relation previously defined,
9. add the states resulting from 8 to Expand,
10. if Expand is empty then go to 5 and

• Step 8 wilJ be stated more fonnally later on.

- Hiding of intemal actions, if-reduction and T-reduction may he applied. This abstraction will simplify the
expressions but a1so reduce the infonnation contents of the description.
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11. reduce the obtained behaviour of S.

Example: system A and B would like to set up communication but they do not use the same

protocol. Their behaviour is given by:

1. AO

Al

A2

= out2!.AM: AI

= in2?AF: AO

+ in2?SD: A2

= out2!.CLF: AD

send address message with address value

address faulty received

right received. send data

end, clear forward

BO = inl?CR: BI

BI = out1LCG: 82

+ outl LGNC: BO

B2 = outl LAR: 83

B3 = inl?AI: B4(AI)

B4(AI) = T: B4

B4 = outILPS:B5

B5 = inl?EC: BO

receive connection request

connection granted

connection not granted

address requested

address information

value of AI is passed on

proceed to send

until end of connection

A
inl out2

S
inl out2

B
inl out2

in2outIin2outIin2outI

jigure 30. linking two sysrems with different protoeols that want to set up eommunieation

r-reduction yields:

B3 = inl?AI: B4

2. AO = inl?AM: Al

Al = out1!.AF: Aa

+ outlLSD:A2

A2 = inl?CLF: AO

BO = out2LCR:BI

BI = in2?CG: B2

+ in2?GNC: BO

B2 = in2?AR: B3

B3 = out2LAI: B4
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B4 = in2?PS:B5

B5 = out2!.EC: Ba

3. SO = AOBO

4. causal relations AM -CR

AM -AI

CLF -EC

AF -GNC

SD -PC

5-10. ADBO = inI?AM: AIBO

AIBO = out2!.CR: AIBI

+ outl!.AF: ADBO
AIBI = in2?CG: AIB2

+ in2?GNC: AIBO

AIB2 = in2?AR: AIB3

AIB3 = out2!.AI: A1B4

AIB4 = in2?PS: AIB5

AIB5 = out2!.SD: A2BS

A2B5 = inl?CLF: ADB5

ADB5 = ouI2!.EC: ADBü

11. SO = inl?AM: SI

SI = ouI2!.CR: S2

+ outI!.AF: SO

S2 = in2?CG: S3

+ in2?GNC: SI

S3 = in2?AR: S4

S4 = ouI2!.AI: S5

SS = in2?PS: S6

56 = out2!.SD: S7

57 = inl?CLF: S8

S8 = out2!.EC: SO

The result can be verified by calculating C(SO,AO) and this must be mirror observationally
equivalent to BO. The same goes tor AO and BO interchanged.

The above is a simple example of interworking of protocols. Coping with possible arising faults
and offering all kinds of services, makes signalling protocols rather complex. This may cause
the need tor timers, input buffering, value passing etcetera. AIso the amount of abstraction, Iike
hiding internal actions, int1uences the complexity of the system description.
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Synthesis rules

This paragraph is of less importam:e for the next chapters, but it completes the combination

algorithm.

Introduce two causaUty predicates, L-causal(a) and R-causal(6), that are true if a occurs on the

left-hand side respectively B on the right-hand side.

S(I) is the current, S'(\) the next state of system S with list I containing the messages received

by S and for which the causality predicate is true. Sj is a partial specification in this paragraph.

In(S) is the set of input actions possible in the current state of S. Storing them in I depends on

the causal relations. Out(S) is the set of output actions possible in the current state of S. The

actual occurrence of these outputs depends on the presence of their corresponding messages in

I, and again this depends on the causal relations. List I has a head h(l) and a tail t(l).

The next rules are used in the combination algorithm.

synth-l

synth-2

synth-3

synth-4

Suppose in(m) = a in In(S), L-causal(a) and Sj "-S'j then S(I) "- S'(I,m)

Suppose in(m) = a in In(S), not L-causal(a) and Sj "-S'; then S(I) "- 5'(1)

Suppose out(h(l» =6 in Out(S), R-causal(6) and Sj B_S'; then S(I) B_ 5'(t(l»

Suppose out(h(l»;= 6 in Out(S), not R-causal(6) and Sj B_5'j then S(\) B_ 5'(t(l»

This causes a rephrasal of step 8 of the comhination algorithm. With Expand, the states to be

evaluated and Ready, the states that have already been evaluated, the algorithm is carried out

by the foJlowing steps:

1. write the behaviours of A and B in the normal form,

2. calculate MTU(A) and MTU(B),

3. initialize Expand with 50,

4. define the causal relations,

5. select a state from Expand to be the current state,

6. remave this state from Expand,

7. add this state to Ready,

8. apply the synthesis rules for aJl input and output actions in the partial specification of S

which are enabled, i.e. in In(S) or Out(S), to obtain a set of behaviour equations in the

normal farm that involve the enabled actions,

9. add the states resulting from 8 to Expand,

10. if Expand is empty then go to 5 and

11. reduce the obtained behaviour of S.
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6.5 Linking ces and SDL

In SDL, states must be followed by inputs. This is not necessary in CCS. CCS equations ~..re

put in the normal form, in which a new state is preceeded by only one action. Therefore sub

states, indicated by a superscript number, are introduced. These are treated in the CCS

description in the same way as normal states. They are not the same as states in SDL since in

SDL states must be followed by inputs. A connector in SDL can also be represented by a sub

state in ces.
Tasks are internal actions and the figures 31 and 32 show how to treat input, output and decision.

SDL ces

XO = int?a: out2!.b: Xl

YO = inl?b: Yl

communication

jigure 31. communicalÏon in SDL and CCS

( YI ) ( Y2 )

YO - inI?x: (ifx-O then out!!.a: YI

+ if x-I then out! Lb: Y2

+ if x=2 then out! !.e: Y3 )

,/

( Y3

figure 32. decision in SDL and ces

Actions in the SDL-diagrams may be abstracted, and queueing, timers, value passing may be

provided for as described in this chapter.
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7. Describing signalling systems no.7 and R2

Now we are ready to describe the signalling systems. The basis for this are the recommendations

of the CCITI blue book on interworking [CCITI,89]. These are presented in SOL.

The subject is interworking from signalling system no.7 to R2. We need the logic procedures

for incoming signalling system numher 7 (TUP), for outgoing signalling system R2 and for

interworking of signalling system nO.7 to R2. These are given in appendix C.

SSR2SSf7

I !
U

incoming no.7 outgoing Rl
figure 34. combining no. 7 incoming
and R2 oUlgoing behaviour

Ol1l'OOlNO

BITE -_..... -.10:
I
I,

INl1lRWORKJNO

ccm inlerwo,.king no.7 .... R2figure 33.

INCOMINO

-I •
I
i

-+-....--"""""__- Pml--~---I111111114._~

As mentioned in chapter 5, the incoming no.7 description is the mirror image of the behaviour

of system no.7 and so is the outgoing R2 description the mirror image of the R2 behaviour. S

is the agent for mirrored no. 7 behaviour, and R for mirrored R2 behaviour. States are numbered

according to the SDL states, so S5 is the same as state 05 in the diagram. Oerivatives are

denoted with superscript numbers. Translating the SDL diagrams also yields step 1. of the

combination algorithm.

We wiJl now translate part of the incoming no.7 description into CCS as an example. In figure

35, the first part of that diagram is given. Note from the remaining of the diagram in the

appendix, that connector 10 equals state SI and connector 2 state S2.

This part receives the initial address message,IAM, or the initial address message with additional

information. These consist of first the standard telephone label, consisting of destination and

originating point code and circuit identification code, CIC, that indicates one speech circuit

among those directly interconnecting destination and origin.

The following heading parts indicate the specitic heading group in HO and contains either a

signal code or the format of more complex messages in Hl. After the calling party's category,
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the message indicators give the nature of address and circuit etc. Address digits end the message.

Not all of the information given by lAM can be

used by system R2. In stead of defining unique

input ports for every possible different address

message, value passing will be used. The address

information in message lAM is stored internally.

This cao be explicitly denoted by S(IAM).

DPC
OPC
CIC

HO

Hl

CPC

I

stanclard
telephone
label

message group

signa! code I format

calling party's category

Message Indicators

Address signals

SO

S04(IAM)

S03(IAM)

S05(lAM)

= inl?.IAM: SOl (lAM)

= if CCH =0 then SO\IAM)

+ ifCCH=l then SPlTE_32: S04(lAM)

+ if CCH = 2 then S04(IAM)

figure 36. ini/ial address message, lAM

information a stored

this is an intemal action that aclivates the

register function to keep a memory of all

received signals

continuity check not required

or continuity check required on incoming

circuit, fol1owed by the insertion of the

check loop

or continuity check performed on previous

circuit

timer wait for continuity or continuity

failure

analyse and store service requests

end of pulsing received, wait for c1ear

forward

+ if not STJcvd then start_TI: SO'(IAM) or end of pulsing not received, wait for

address complete

= SPlTE 12: S2

= if SPlTE_ll then S06(IAM)

+ i f not SPITE 11 then SI
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requested

digit analysis shall be started

or digit analysis shall not he started



Realizing that this is only a part of the first of 14 sheets, such a description for the whole system
is elaborate. Combining it with the R2 behaviour in this way seems impossible.

At this stage, the purpose of the description must be discussed.

A description like the above seems to be enough to implement a system in practice. We will
focus now on a description only concerning communication. In this case, the internal actions
can be hidden. Further abstraction involves IF- and T-reduction.

Hiding internal actions and using the T-Iaws (1-4), the system would hecome:

sa = inl?.IAM: SOl

SOl = if ST received then S2

+ if not ST received then S02

sü2 = if SPITE II then S2

+ if not SPITE II then SI

Applying if reduction resu)ts in:

sa = inl?IAM: SOl

SOl = i: S2

+ i: 502

S02 = i: S2

+ 7: SI

With i-reduction, and in doing 50 losing observation congruence:

sa = inl?IAM: SOl

SOl = S2

S02 = S2

SI

or:

SO = inI?.IAM: (SI +S2) or: SO = inI?IAM: SI.2

The description above has now been brought back to one equation.

The following wiJl focus on communication. Hiding, if- and T-reduction wiJl be applied to derive
an interworking unit according to the combination algorithm. In this way, the interworking can
be verified to be free of deadlock.

In the SDL-sheets of appendix C, the internal actions are struck out. The CCS-equations after
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this abstract ion over internal actions are listed in appendix A.I.

The next stage is if- and 7-reduction. The resulting equations are in appendix A.2.

As in the example, T-reduction causes the combination of states: (SI + S2) E SI.2' Care must
be taken, cause only if SI contains the S2 actions as weil ex: SI may be replaced by SI,2'

The equations, thus obtained are given in appendix A.3. They are the first step in the application
of the combination algorithm.

The continuity check procedures still are for further study in CCIIT. They are considered to
be internal actions and return to the state that invoked them. Since the TUP-functions will be
covered by the ISCP in future, this further study is not likely to take place.

The abbreviations of no.7 signals are listed in appendix C. Their meaning is described in the
CCIIT blue book.

The R2 group A, B, land 11 signals are liste<! in appendix E.

Messages that lead to the same resulting state are grouped together. This can be regarded as
replacing them by a value that belongs to an action with their common label. For instance, the
unsuccessfull messages that result in state SlO are replaced by UM.
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8. Deriving interworking

The behaviours, obtained in the previous chapter are the T-reduced mirrors with unique act ion

occurrences. S knows 15 states, and R 20. This means that 300 is upper limit for the number

of states of the combined behaviour.

Further abstraction

In order to simplify the behaviours, the next abstract ion is made.

The GRQ/GSM protocol of system no.7 is neglected. The general request message, GRM, and

general forward set-up information message do not have equivalent messages in system R2. The

GRM, GMS, GRQ and GSM actions are deleted.

The R2 group A signals 1,2,5,7-14 are grouped together. These are backward requests that do

not concern congestion, a changeover to group B signals nor a set-up speech condition. As a

result, the R4 states, except R43
, and R3 1 are combined to a new state R4 and state R51 can be

omitted.

The resulting behaviours are given in appendix B.

Causal relations

Certain actions on one side can only occur if a certain act ion on the other side has occurred.

This is taken into account by defining causal relations. Defining the causal relations requires

knowledge ofthe systems and their signaIs. An example is the R2 signa1 SEIZING. This message

can only be sent if the address message IA on the other side has been received. An example of

a signal that is not controlled by a causal relation is the R2 signal CLEAR_FORWARD. This

signal is sent either when a CLF from the nO.7 side has been received, or when an internal

action gave reason to sent a CLEAR_FORWARD.

The causal relations are given in table 3. The lAM message contains the language and

discriminating digits. The backward signals are the no.7 equivalents of the R2 signais.
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IFORWARD I
IA ..... SEIZING

IA ..... LANGUAGE DIGIT

IBACKWARD I
ADC ..... A6

AD .... A6

AN ..... ANSWER

CFC ..... A4,I5

AF 4- B6,7

CBK 4- CLEAR BACK-

wbl.. 3. causal relalions

Initial state

The initiaI state is the combination of the idle states of no.7 and R2. This is the state in which
call set up starts, and the state to which the system returns when the connection is c1eared.

Results

Starting from the initial state, possible actions are evaluated. If an action is possible, also depends
on the causal relations. This is done for every state that can be reached.

In appendix B, the states are ordered by increasing numbers. The result is 88 states.

Verification

The interworking unit can be veritied by expansion. In order to do this the following must be
calculated:

the expansion of the behaviour of the interworking unit and the SS #7 behaviour,

this must be mirror-observationally equivalent to the R2 behaviour, and

the expansion of the behaviour of the interworking unit and the R2 behaviour,

this must be mirror-observationally equivalent to the SS #7 behaviour.
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9. Conclusions

This report shows that complex systems such as signalling systems can be weil described in ees
and can further be combined to derive interworking between them. The interworking unit has
not been veritied by expansion yet.

Starting with a large system, the descriptions in this report were simplyfied by certain
abstractions; in this way losing certain properties of the system. Next, these certain properties
can be added bacxk to the systems, e.g. internal decisions and timers.

ces with its properties and features is a means to describe communicating systems.

Especially the interface derivation using the combination algorithm is important. The application
to complex systems will yield a large set of expressions for the combined behaviour.

Using value passing as weil as a carefull detinition of causal relations can result in a considerable
reduction.

The advantage of performing the comination manually lies in the fact that the designer is forced
to study the behaviours thoroughly and thus be able to define the causal relations carefully.

It is important that the assumptions made and the abstraction done are described .

An important advantage over the SOL description is the possibilty to detect deadlock

ces is not commonly used in telecommunications while two other calculi are: Lotos and SOL.
Lotos is strongly based on ces, so it may be useful to implement the techniqes described into
Lotos and SOL. An advantage is that eellT describes it signalling systems in SOL.
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Appendix A. Behaviour equations for systems no.7 and R2

Behaviours translated from SDL

locoming sigoaUing system 00.7

-message grouping

AF AFC. AFN or AFX

IA lAM or lAl

OE unsuccessful events: SEC. CGC. NNC. ADJ. UNN. SSB. LOS. CFL or SST

UM unsuccessful messages: UNN. SST. SEC. CGC. ACB or DPN

SA SAM or SAO

-selection

STR ST (end of pulsing) received

SDA start digit analysis

-remarIcs

Connector Pl. procedure for continuity recheck incoming. is still for further study in CCITT. It will he assumed

to he an intemal action retuming to state Ol. wait for further digits (sheet 2/14).

Connector P2. test call procedure to interworking. is also for further study and therefore neglected (sheet 6/14).

Connector P3. out of service. is also neglected (sheet 11/14).

A continuity check may he required (states SI. S2 and S5) but the continuity check indicator CCH does not affect

any state transition.

sa

SI

= inl?.IA: SOl + tau: SI2

= if STR then S2 S11 = outl!.RLG: SO

+ if not STR and SDA then S2

+ if not STR and not SDA then SI SI2 = outl !.ADI: SlO

= inI?.SA: SOl SI 3 = outl!.CFL: SlO

+ inl?COT: S4

+ inl?CCF: SI S2 = tau: S3

{assume PI returns to SI}

+ inl?CLF: SI 1

+ tau: SI3

A.l

(assurne P2 returns 10 S2. COT not received}

+ tau: ( if not STR then SI

+ if STR then SI2
)



+ inl?SA: S2 S6 = inl?SA: S6

+ tau: SI 2 + tau: outl !.AOC: S7

+ tau: outl!.ADN: S8

+ tau: oull !.GRM: 52 + tau: outl !.ADX: S8

+ inl?CLF:Sl\ + tau: outl LAF: 59

+ tau: SI 3 + in1?.CLF: 5 11

+ inl?COT: S5 + tau: S12

+ inl?GMS: S2 + tau: SI1

+ tau: outl!.UM: SlO + inl?GSM: S6

+ tau: outl !.GRQ: S6

S3 = inl?COT: S6

+ inl?CCF: PI 57 = tau: 58

+ inl?SA: S3 + tau: oull!.CGC: SlO

+ inl?CLF: SI 1 + tau: oul1!.NNC: Sla

+ tau: SI3 + tau: S1 3

+ tau: 51 2 + inl?CLF: S11

+ tau: outl!.GRQ: S3 + in I? .GSM: S7

+ inl?GSM: S3

+ tau: outlLUE: SlO S8 = tau: outl !.ANC: SJ ]

+ tau: outl!.ANN: 511

S4 = inl?SA: S41 + tau: out1!.CGe: SlO

+ inl?CLF: S1 1 + tau: out l! .NNC: SlO

+ tau: Se
S41 = if not STR and nol SDA lhen S4 + inl?CLF: SI\

+ if STR then S5 + inl?GSM: S8

+ if nol STR and SDA lhen S5 + in1?.FOT: S8

S5 = tau: S6 {assume P2 S9 = tau: outl!.ANC: Sl1

returns to S5. + tau: outl!.ANN: 511

COT received} + tau: S13

+ tau: ( if not STR then S4 + inl?CLF: SII

+ if STR then 512
) + inl?GSM: S9

+ inl?SA: S5 + inl?.FOT: S9

+ inl?CLF: SII

+ tau: S1 2 SlO = inl?CLF:S 1\

+ tau: S1 3 + tau: outl!.CLF: S13

+ tau: oull!.UM: SlO
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Sll = tau: outl!.CBK: 512

+ inl?CLF: 51\

+ inl?.FOT: 511

512 + tau: out1!.RAN: 5 11

+ inl?CLF: 51\

+ inl?.FOT: 512

513 = inl?CLF: 51 1

+ tau: outl!.CFL: 513
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r-

Outgoing signaUing system Rl

RO = tau: Rl ,f.. tau: R9!

Rl = tau:R2 R41 = if Z-DIGIT_NEXT then R3!

+ tau:RO + if not Z-DIGIT_NEXT then R42

R2 = tau:R3 R42 = tau: RS

+ tau: out21.SEIZING: R4 + out2!.ADDRESS: R4

+ tau:RO

R43 = out21.ll7: R6

R3 = tau: out21.SEIZING: R3! + out2!.1I8: R6

+ tau:RO + out21.1I9: R6

R31 = out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGITl: R4 R44 = out21.1I7: R4

+ out21.LANGUAGE_DIGIT2: R4 + out2! .118: R4

+ out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGm: R4 + out21.1I9: R4

+ out21.LANGUAGE_DIGIT4: R4

+ out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGITS: R4 R45 = tau: out21.114: R4

+ out2! .DISCRIMINATING_DIGIT: + tau: R41

R4

R46 = out2!.112: R4

R4 = in2?Al: R41

+ in2? .A3: R43 R47 = tau: out2!.112: R4

+ in2?A5: R44 + tau: out2!.I14: R4

+ in2?A4: R91

+ in2?A6: R7 R48 = tau: out2!.I14: R4

+ in2?AIS: R91 + tau: out2!.I13: R4

+ in2?A14: R45

+ in2?.A9: R46 R5 = tau: out2!.ADDRESS: R4

+ in2?AlO: R46 + in2?.A3: RS!

+ in2?.A2: R41 + in2?.A4: R9)

+ in2?A7: R41 + in2?A6: R7

+ in2?A8: R4! + in2?AlS: R91

+ in2?All: R47 + tau: R91

+ in2?.A12: R31

+ out21.A13: R48 RS 1 = tau: out21.1I7: R6

AA



+ tau: out2!.II9: R6

+ tau: out2!.II8: R6

R6 = in2?B6: R7

+ in2?B7: R7

+ in2?.B2: R91

+ in2?.B3: R9\

+ in2?B4: R91

+ in2?BS: R9\

+ in2?.B8: R9\

+ tau: R91

R7 = in2?.ANSWER: R8

+ tau: R91

R8 = in2?.CLEAR_BACK: R9

+ tau: R9\

R9 = in2?.ANSWER: R8

+ tau: R9\

R9\ = out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: RIO

RIO = in2?RELEASE_GUARD: RO

IState 6: signals BI, B9-B15 are spare for national use,

also neglected I
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Behaviours after if and t reduction

Incoming signaUing system no.7

SO = in I?.IA: SOl + SI3

+ SI 2

SOl = S2 + outI LGRQ: S3

+ SI + inl?GSM: S3

+ outILUE: SlO

SI = in I?.SA: SOl

+ inl?COT: 54 S4 = inl?SA: S41

+ inl?CCF: SI + inl?CLF: SI1

+ inI?CLF: SII

+ S1 3 541 = S4

+ SI 2 + S5

51 1 = outlLRLG: SO S5 = 56

+ 54

512 = outiLADI: SlO + 51 2

+ inl?SA: S5

SI3 = out1LCFL: SlO + inl?CLF: SII

+ 512

52 = S3 + S1 3

+ SI + outI!.UM: SlO

+ 512

+ inl?SA: S2 S6 = inl?SA: S6

+ S12 + outl LADe: S7

+ out1LGRM: S2 + outl !.ADN: S8

+ in I?.CLF:S 11 + outI LADX: S8

+ 513 + outl LAF: S9

+ inI?COT: S5 + inI? .CLF: S11

+ inI?GMS: S2 + 51 2

+ outlLUM: SlO + SI 1

+ inl?GSM: S6

S3 = in I? .CGT: S6 + outl !.GRQ: 56

+ inI?SA: S3

+ inI?CLF: S1 1 57 = S8
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+ outl !.CGC: S10

+ outl!.NNC: SlO

+ S1 3

+ inl?CLF: SII

+ inl?GSM: 57

S8 = outl !.ANC: S11

+ outI !.ANN: S 11

+ outl LCGe: SJO

+ outl LNNC: S JO

+ SI 3

+ inl?CLF: SI·

+ inl?GSM: S8

+ inl?FOT: S8

59 = outl !.ANC: SIl

+ outl !.ANN: S11

+ SI3

+ inl?CLF: 51 1

+ inl?GSM: S9

+ inl?FOT: S9

SlO = inl?CLF:SI 1

+ outl!.CLF: S13

SIl = outl!.CBK: SI2

+ in1?CLF: S1 1

+ in I?.FOT: 511

S12 + outl LRAN: SIl

+ inl?CLF: S1 1

+ inl?FOT: 512

513 = in l?.CLF: 5 I1

+ outl!.CFL: S13
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Outgoing signaUing system Rl

RO = Rl + R91

Rl = R2 R4\ = R31

+ RO + R42

R2 = R3 R42 = R5

+ out2!.SEIZING: R4 + out2!.ADDRESS: R4

+ RO

R43 = out2!.II7: R6

R3 = out21.SEIZING: R3 1 + out2! .118: R6

+ RO + out21.1I9: R6

R31 = out2! .LANGUAGE_DIGITl: R4 R44 = out21.II7: R4

+ out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGIT2: R4 + out2!.1I8: R4

+ out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGIT3: R4 + out2!.1I9: R4

+ out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGIT4: R4

+ out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGIT5: R4 R4s = out2!.114: R4

+ out2! .DISCRIMINATING_DIGIT: + R41

R4

R46 = out2!.II2: R4

R4 = in2?Al: R41

+ in2?A3: R43 R47 = out2!.I12: R4

+ in2?A5: R44 + out2!.I14: R4

+ in2? .A4: R91

+ in2?A6: R7 R48 = out2!.I14: R4

+ in2?A15: R91 + out2!.I13: R4

+ in2?AI4: R45

+ in2?.A9: R46 R5 = out21.ADDRESS: R4

+ in2?AlO: R46 + in2?.A3: R51

+ in2? .Al: R41 + in2?A4: R91

+ in2?A7: R41 + in2?A6: R7

+ in2?A8: R4\ + in2? .AI5: R91

+ in2?Al1: R47 + R9\

+ in2?AI2: R31

+ out21.A13: R48 R5 1 = out2! .117: R6
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+ out2Ln9: R6

+ out2Lll8: R6

R6 = in2?B6: R7

+ in2?B7: R7

+ in2?.B2: R9\

+ in2?.B3: R91

+ in2?B4: R9\

+ in2?B5: R91

+ in2?B8: R91

+ R91

R7 = in2?.ANSWER: R8

+ R91

R8 = in2?.CLEAR_BACK: R9

+ R9 1

R9 = in2?.ANSWER: R8

+ R91

R91 = out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: RIO

RIO = in2? .RELEASE_GUARD: Rü
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Behaviours afler refinement

InçQmingsigoalling system no.7

States: SO S1 1 S4 S8 SII

SI,2.3 S3 56 59 512

S4.5.6 S7,8 SlO S13

Unique actions: OOT_I, COT_2, COT_3, SA and SA_2.

SO = inl?.IA: SI,2.3 S4 = inl?SA: S4

+ inl?CLF: SII

SI,2.3 = inl?SA: SI,2.3

+ inl?COT_l: S4 S4.5,6 = in I?.SA: S4.5.6

+ inl?CCF: SI,2.3 + inl?CLF: 51 1

+ inl?CLF: SI 1 + outl LRLG: SO

+ outl LADI: SlO + outI LADI: 510

+ outlLCFL: SlO + outlLUM: 510

+ outl LGRM: SI,2.3 + inl?SA_2: S6

+ inl?COT_2: S4.5,6 + outI LADC: S7,8

+ inl?GMS: SI,2.3 + outI LADN: S8

+ autlLUM: SlO + autI !.ADX: S8

+ in I?.COT_3: 56 + autI LAF: 59

+ outI LGRQ: S3 + inl?GSM: S6

+ inl?GSM: S3 + autl LGRQ: S6

+ outlLUE: SlO

56 = in I?.SA_2: S6

SI 1 = outl!.RLG: SO + outl!.ADC: S7,8

+ out1!.ADN: S8

S3 = inI?COT_3: S6 + outI LADX: S8

+ inl?SA: S3 + outI!.AF: S9

+ inl?CLF: SII + inl?CLF: SII

+ autl!.CFL: SlO + outl!.RLG: SO

+ outl LADI: SlO + outILADI: SlO

+ outl LGRQ: S3 + inl?GSM: S6

+ inl?GSM: S3 + outl !.GRQ: S6

+ outl LUE: SlO
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S7,8 = outiLANC: Sll + outl LCFL: S13

{S7 =S7,8} + outl LANN: SIl

+ outl LCGe: SlO

+ outl LNNC: SlO

+ outlLCFL: SlO

+ inl?CLF: S I1

+ in1?.FOT: S8

+ inl?GSM: S7,8

S8 = outl LANC: S11

{S8 ~ S7,8} + outlLANN: Sll

+ outl LCGe: SlO

+ outl!.NNC: SlO

+ outl!.CFL: SlO

+ inl?CLF: SI!

+ inl?GSM: S8

+ in I?.FOT: S8

S9 = outlLANC: SlI

+ outl!.ANN: Sll

+ outl!.CFL: SlO

+ inl?CLF: SI!

+ inl?GSM: S9

+ inI?.FOT: S9

SlO = inl?CLF:SI1

+ outl LCLF: Sl3

SU = out1LCBK: SI2

+ inl?CLF: S11

+ inl?.FOT: SlI

SI2 + out1!.RAN: SlI

+ inl?CLF: SII

+ inl?.FOT: S12

Sl3 = inl?CLF: S11
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Outgoing signaUing system R2

States: Ro,I,2.3 R31 R4 R4! - R43 R4'

R4s R46 R47 R48 RS J R6

R7 R8 R9 RIO

Unique actions: SElZING_l and SElZING_2

Ro.I,2.3 = out2!.SElZING_l: R4 R41 = out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGITl: R4

+ out2!.SEIZING_2: R31 + out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGIT2: R4

+ out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGID: R4

R3 1 = out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGITl: R4 + out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGIT4: R4

+ out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGIT2: R4 + out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGITS: R4

+ out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGITI: R4 + out2! .DISCRIMINATING_DIGIT:

+ out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGIT4: R4 R4

+ out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGIT5: R4 + out2!.ADDRESS: R4

+ out2! .DISCRIMINATING_DIGIT: + in2?A3: RS1

R4 + in2?A4: R91

+ in2?A6: R7

R4 = in2?Al: R41 + in2?AlS: R91

+ in2? .A3: R43 + out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: RIO

+ in2?AS: R44

+ in2?A4: R91

+ in2?A6: R7 R43 = out2!.II7: R6

+ in2?AI5: R91 + out2! .118: R6

+ in2?A14: R4s + out2! .119: R6

+ in2?A9: R46

+ in2?AIO: R46 R44 = out2!.II7: R4

+ in2?A2: R4J + out2! .118: R4

+ in2?A7: R41 + out2!.1I9: R4

+ in2?A8: R4J

+ in2?Al1: R47 R4s = out2!.Il4: R4

+ in2?A12: R31 + out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGITl: R4

+ out2!.A13: R48 + out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGIT2: R4

+ out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: RIO + out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGID: R4

+ out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGIT4: R4
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+ out2!.LANGUAGE_DlGIT5: R4 R7 = in2?.ANSWER: R8

+ out2! .DISCRIMINATING_DIGIT: + out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: R10

R4

+ out2! .ADDRESS: R4 R8 = in2?.CLEAR_BACK: R9

+ iol?.A3: R5\ + out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: R10

+ in2?.A4: R9\

+ in2?A6: R7 R9 = in2?.ANSWER: R8

+ in2?AlS: R9\ + out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: R10

+ out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: RIO

R9\ = out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: R10

R46 = out2!.II2: R4

RIO = in2?.RELEASE_GUARD: Ro,I.u
R47 = out2!.I12: R4

+ out2!.I14: R4

R48 = out2!.I14: R4

+ out2!.I13: R4

R5 = out2!.ADDRESS: R4

+ in2?A3: R51

+ in2?A4: R91

+ in2?A6: R7

+ in2?AlS: R91

+ out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: RiO

RS\ = out2!.II7: R6

+ out2!.ll9: R6

+ out2!.ll8: R6

R6 = in2?B6: R7

+ in2?B7: R7

+ in2?.B2: R9\

+ in2?.B3: R91

+ in2?.B4: R9\

+ in2?.BS: R9\

+ in2?.B8: R9\

+ out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: R10
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Appendix B. Combined behaviour

8ehaviours after further abstraction and refinement

Incoming signalling system no.7

-States: SO SI\ S4 S8 Sll

S\,2,3 S3 S6 S9 SI2

S4.5.6 S1,ll SlO S13

-Unique actions: COT_I, COT_2, and COT_3

-Abstraction:

no GRM/GMS nor GRQ/GSM cycIe

UM =UM, ADJ, CFL, UE: unsuccessful messages leading 10 a CLF.

-Message grouping:

CA =CFL, ADI: caU faiJure/ adddress incomplete

AD =ADN, ADX: addres complete; no charge/cain box

AN =ANC, ANN: answer; charge/no charge

CFC =CGC, NNC, CFL: caB failure/ congestion

SO = inl?.IA: S\,2,3 + inl?CLF: S1\

+ outl LRLG: SO

SI,2,3 = inl?SA: S1,2,3 + outlLUM: SlO

+ inl?COT_I: S4 + out ILADC: S1,ll

+ inl?CCF: SI,2,3 + outlLAD: S8

+ inl?CLF: SI\ + outl LAF: S9

+ outlLUM: SlO

+ inl?COT_2: S4.5.6 S6 = in I?.SA_2: S6

+ inl?COT_3: S6 + outlLADC: S1,ll

+ outlLAD: S8

SI\ = outl LRLG: SO + outl LAF: S9

+ inl?CLF: SI\

S4 = inl?SA: S4 + outl LRLG: SO

+ inl?CLF: SI\ + outl!.ADJ: SlO

S4.5.6 = in I?.sA: S4,5.6 Sa = outl LAN: S11
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+ outl LCFC: SlO

+ inl?CLF: SI\

+ in I?FOT: 58

S8 = outl LAN: S11

{S8 i= S1.s} + outlLUM: SlO

+ . in1?CLF: SI\

+ in I?FOT: S8

S9 = outl!.ANC: Sll

+ outlLCFL: SlO

+ inl?CLF: Sl\

+ in I?.FOT: S9

SlO = inl?CLF:Sl\

+ outlLCLF: SB

Sll = oull!.CBK: 512

+ inl?CLF: SI\

+ inl?FOT: 511

S12 + outlLRAN: Sl1

+ inl?CLF: S1 1

+ inl?FOT: S12

SB = inl?CLF: SI\

+ outl LCFL: SB
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Outgoing signalling system R2

States: Ro.l.2.3 R31 R4 R41 R43 R44

R4' R46 R4' R48 R51 R6

R7 R8 RIO

-Refinement

LANGUAGE_DIGIT is either 1,2,3 4,5 or discriminating digit

R9 =R7

.Abstraetion:

BACKWARD = AI,A2, AS, A7-AI4: backward requests; group A messages not conceming congestion

(A4,A15), a changeover to group B signals (A3). nor set up speech conditions (A6).

• lhis leads lo combining slates R3 1 and lhe R4 stales, excepl R43
, inlo state R4, and the omission of R51

Ro.I.2.3 = out2!.SEIZING: R4 R8 = in2?.CLEAR_BACK: R7

+ out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: RIO

R4 = in2?.BACKWARD: R4

+ in2? .A4,15: R91 R91 = out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: RIO

+ in2?A6: R7

+ in2?A3: R43 RIO = io2?.RELEASE_GUARD: Ro,I,2,3

+ out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGIT: R4

+ out2!.ADDRESS: R4

+ out2! .CLEAR_FORWARD: RIO

+ out2!.ll7,8.9: R6

+ out2!.I12,13,14: R4

R43 = out2!.ll7,8,9: R6

R51 = out2!.ll7,8,9: R6

R6 = in2?B6,7: R7

+ in2?.B2,3,4,5,8: R91

+ out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: RIO

R7 = in2?.ANSWER: R8

+ out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: RIO
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Combining behaviours

.causalrelations:

forward:

IA ~ SEIZING

IA ~ LANGUAGE_DIGIT_X

IA ~ DISCRIMINATING_DIGIT

backward:

AOC +- A6

AD +- A6

AN +- ANSWER

CFC +- A4,15

AF +- B6,7

CBK +- CLEAR_BACK {never as a resull of an internal action}

SEIZING foUows after the reception of the calling party's category CPCI (Fites 9-13+17-19) and this information is

incIuded in the IA message as weU as the language or discriminating digit

-initial state SORo,I,2.3

SORO,l,2.3

SOR4

=

=

inl?JA: Sl.2.JRo,I,l.3 SORIO =

out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: SORIO SI.2.JRo,I,l.3 =

in2?.RELEASE_GUARD: S0Ro.I.2.3

Ithis was requested, so it must he sent before clearing

continues al R6}

SOR6

SOR7

=

=

=

out2!.m,8,9: SOR6

out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: SORIO

out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: SOR 10

+ inl?COT_l: S4Ro,I,l.3

+ inl?CCF: SI,2,3Ro,I.2.3

+ inl?CLF: SlJRo,l,2.3

+ inl?COT_2: S.,5,~,1.2,3

+ out1!.UM: SIORo,I,l.3

+ inl?COT_3: S6Ro.l.l.3

+ out2!.SEIZING: SI,2,~4

IIA has been received, so R can transit}

SOR8 = out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: SaR 10 SI.2.3R4 = inl?SA: SI.2.~4

+ inl?COT_l: S4R4

= out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: SOR I a + inl?COT_2: S.,5,~4

+ inl?CCf: Sl.2.~4
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+ inl?CLF: S11R4 + inl?CLF: S11R7

+ outl!.UM: S10R4 + out1!.UM: SlOR7

+ inl?COT_3: S6R4 + inl?COT_3: S6R7

+ in2?BACKWARD: SI.2..3R4 + in2?ANSWER: SI.2..3R8

+ in2?A3: SI.2..3R43 + out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD:S1.2..3R 10

+ in2?A4,15: SI.2..3R91

+ in2?A6: SJ.2..~7 SI.2..~S = inl?SA: SI.2..3R8

+ out2!.ADDRESS: SJ.2..3R4 + inl?COT_l: S4RS

+ out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGIT: SI.2..3R4 + in I?.COT_2: S4~.oR8

+ out2!.112,13,14: SI.2..3R4 + inl?CCF: SI.2..3R8

+ out2!.ll7,S.9: SI.2..3R6 + inl?CLF: S11R8

+ out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD:SJ.2..3R JO + outl!.UM: SlOR8

+ inl?COT_3: S6R8

SJ.2..3R43 = inl?SA: SI,2,lR43 + in2?CLEAR_BACK: SJ.2..3R7

+ inl?COT_l: S4R43 + out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD:S1,2,3R10

+ in I?.COT_2: S4~.oR4
3

+ inl?CCF: SI.2..3R43 SI,2,3R91 = inl?SA: SI,2,3R91

+ inl?CLF: SI I R43 + inl?COT_l: S4R91

+ outl!.UM: SIOR43 + in I?.COT_2: S4,S.oR91

+ inl?COT_3: S6R43 + inl?CCF: SI.2..3R91

+ out2!.ll7,8,9: S1.2.3R6 + inl?CLF: S1 1R9J

+ outl!.UM: SlOR91

SI,2,3R6 = inl?SA: SI.2.3R6 + in I?.COT_3: S6R91

+ inl?COT_l: S4R6 + out2!.CLEAR]ORWARD:S1.2..3R lO

+ inl?COT_2: S4~,~6

+ inl?CCF: SI,2,3R6 SI,2,3R10 = inl?SA: SJ,2,3RlO

+ inl?CLF: SllR6 + inl?COT_l: S4RI0

+ outl!.UM: SlOR6 + in I?.COT_2: S4J.oR lO

+ inl?COT_3: S6R6 + inl?CCF: SI,2,3RlO

+ in2?B6,7: SI,2,3R7 + inl?CLF: Sl l RlO

+ in2?B2.3,4.5,S: SI,2,3R91 + outl!.UM: SlORlO

+ out2!.CLEAR]ORWARD:S1.2.3R 10 + inl?COT_3: S6RlO

+ in 2? RELEAS E_G U AR D:

SI.2..3R7 = inl?SA: SI.2.3R47 SI,2,3Ro.I.2.3

+ inl?COT_l: S4R7

+ inl?COT_2: S4,S.oR7 Sl1Ro,I,2,3 = out1!.RLG: S0Ro.I,2,3

+ inl?CCF: SI,2,3R7 {in this case, R: SEIZING will not he sent fOIward}
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SI 1R4 = outl! .RLG: SOR4 + out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: S4R10

+ out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: SI I RIO + in2? .B6,7: S4R7

+ in2?.B2-5,8: S4R9\

SI\R43 = out! !.RLG: SOR43 S4R7 = inl?SA: S4R7

+ inl?CLF: SllR7

SI IR8 = outl LRLG: SOR8 + in2?ANSWER: S4R8

+ in2?.CLEAR_BACK: SllR7 + out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: S4RIO

+ out2!.CLEAR]ORWARD: SI\R IQ

S4R8 = inl?SA: S4R8

SI\R91 = outl !.RLG: SOR91 + inl?CLF: SllR8

+ out2!.CLEAR]ORWARD: SIIR IQ + in2?CLEAR_BACK: S4R7

+ out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: S4R10

SIIRIO = outl LRLG: SOR10

+ in2?.RLEASE_GUARD: SI 1Ro.1.2.3 S4R9\ = inl?SA: S4R91

+ in I?.CLF: SIIR91

S4Ro.I.2.3 = in I? .SA: S4Ro.l.2.3 + out2LCLEAR_FORWARD: S4R10

+ inl?.CLF: S11 Ro.I.2.3

S4RlO = inl?SA: S4R1O

S4R4 = inI?.SA: S4R4 + inl?CLF: S11: SIlRIO

+ inl?CLF: S11R4 + in2?.RELEASE_GUARD: S4Ro.l.2.3

+ in2?.BACKWARD: S4R4

+ in2?A4,15: S4R91
S4.s.~.1.2.3 = in I?.SA: S4.s.~.I.2.3

+ in2?A6: S4R7 + in I?.CLF: S1\Ro.I.2.3

+ in2?.A3: S4R43 + outl !.RLG: S0Ro.I.2.3

+ out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGIT: S4R4 + outl LUM: SI0Ro.l.2.3

+ out2!.ADDRESS: S4R4 + out2LSEIZING: S4.s,c,R4

+ out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: S4R10

+ out2!.m,8,9: S4R6 S4.s.~4 = inl?SA: S4.s.~4

+ out2!.I12,13,14: S4R4 + inl?CLF: SllR4

+ outl !.RLG: SOR4

S4R43 = inl?SA: S4R43 + outl !.UM: SlOR4

+ inl?CLF: SllR43 + in2?.BACKWARD: S4.s.~4

+ out2!.II7,8,9: S4R6 + in2?.A4,IS: S4.s.c,R91

+ in2? .A6: S4.s.~7

S4R6 = inl?SA: S4R6 + in2?A3: S4.s.~43

+ inl?CLF: SllR6 + out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGIT: S•.s.~4
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+ out2!.ADDRESS: S.,S.~4 + inl?CLF: SllR8

+ out2! .CLEAR - FORWARD: + outI !.RLG: SOR8

S•.s.JHO + out1!.UM: SlOR8

+ out2!.ll7,8,9: S'.s.~6 + outl!.AOC: S7,aR8

+ out2LIl2,13,14: S4,5.l;R4 + outl LAD: S8R8

+ outlLAF: S9R8

S•.s.~43 = inl?SA: S•.s.~434 + in2?CLEAR_BACK: S•.s.~7

+ inl?CLF: SI IR43 + out2! .CLEAR_FORWARD:

+ outl LRLG: SOR43 S•.s.~lO

+ outl!.UM: SlOR43

+ outILADC: S7,8R43 S•.s.~91 = in I? .SA: S•.s.~91

+ outI LAD: S8R43 + inl?CLF: Sl\R91

+ out2Lll7,8,9: S•..s.~6 + outl LRLG: SOR91

+ outlLUM: SlOR91

S•.5.~6 = inl?SA: S•..s.~6 + outlLAOC: S7.llR9\

+ inl?CLF: SI'R6 + outl LAD: S8R91

+ outlLRLG: SOR6 + outl LAF: S9R9\

+ outlLUM: SlOR6 + out2! .CLEAR FORWARD:

+ outlLAOC: S7,.R6 S•.5.~91

+ outl LAD: S8R6

+ in2?.B6,7: S•.5.J{7 S.,S.J{lO = inl?SA: S4.s.~lO

+ in2?.B2-5,8: S•.s.J{91 + inl?CLF: SllRlO

+ out2! .CLEAR_FORWARD: + outlLRLG: SORIO

S•..s.~l0 + outl!.UM: SlORlO

+ outlLADC: S7,sRlO

S•.s.J?7 = inl?SA: S•.5.JU + outl!.AD: SSRIO

+ inl?CLF: Sl1R7 + outlLAF: S9RlO

+ outlLRLG: SOR7 + in2?.RELEASE_GUARD: S4,S.J?0

+ outILUM: SlOR7

+ outI LADe: S7,sR7 S6~.I.2.3 = in I?.SA: S6Ro.I.2.3

+ outILAD: SSR7 + in I?.CLF: S11~.1,2,3

+ outI LAF: S9R7 + outl LRLG: S0Ro.\.2.3

+ in2?.ANSWER: S.,S.J?& + outl LADI: SlORo,I.2.3

+ out2! .CLEAR - FORWARD: + out2!.SEIZING: S6R4

S•.s.J?lO

S6R4 = inl?.sA: S6R4

S'.s.J?S = inl?SA: S'..s.~S + inl?CLF: S11R4
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+ outl LRLG: SOR4 receivedl

+ outlLADI: S1OR4 + inl?CLF: S1 1R7

+ in2?BACKWARD; S6R4 + outl !.RLG: SOR7

+ in2?A4,IS: S6R91 + outl!.ADI: SlOR7

+ in2?A6: S6R7 + in2?.ANSWER: S6R8

+ in2?.A3: S6R43 + out2!.a.EAR_FORWARD: S6RI0

+ out2!.LANGUAGE_DIGIT: S6R4

+ out2!.ADDRESS: S6R4 S6R8 = in I?.SA_2: S6R8

+ out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: S6RIO + out1LADe: S7,aR8

+ out2!.1l7,8,9: S6R6 + outl !.AD: S8R8

+ out2!.112,13,14: S6R4 + outl !.AF: S9R8

+ inl?CLF: S1 1R8

S6R43 = inl?SA: S6R43 + outl !.RLG: SORS

+ outl LADC: S7,l1R43 + outl !.ADI: SlOR8

IADC after A6} + in2?CLEAR_BACK: S6R7

+ outlLAD: SSR43 + out2!.a.EAR]ORWARD: S6R10

{AD after A6}

+ inl?CLF: S1 1R43 S6R91 = inl?SA_2: S6R91

+ outl LRLG: SOR43 + outl !.ADC: S7.eR91

+ outl!.ADI: SlOR43 + out1!.AD: SSR91

+ out2!.117,8,9: S6R6 + outl LAF: S9R91

+ inl?CLF: S11R91

S6R6 = inl?SA_2: S6R6 + outlLRLG: SOR91

+ outl I.AOC: S7,8 + outl LADI: SIOR91

+ outl!.AD: S8R6 + out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: S6R10

+ inl?CLF: S11R6

+ outl LRLG: SOR6 S6R1O = inl?SA_2: S6RlO

+ outl !.ADI: SIOR6 + outl!.ADC: S7,aR1O

+ oul2! .CLEAR_FORWARD: S6R10 + outl!.AD: S8RI0

+ in2?.86,7: S6R7 + outlLAF: S9RIO

+ in2?B2-5,8: S6R91 + inl?CLF: SI'RlO

+ outlLRLG: SORIO

S6R7 = inl?SA_2: S6R7 + outl!.ADJ: S1OR1O

+ outl !.ADC: S7,aR7 + in2?.RELEASE_GUARD: S6Ro.l,2.3

+ out! !.AD: SSR7

+ out! LAF: S9R7 S7,aR43 = outl !.CFC: SlOR43

{AF may follow now because B6,7 may have been {CFC follows after A4,IS}
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+ inl?CLF: S11R43 S8R43 = outlLUM: SlOR43

+ inl?.FOT: S8R43 + inl?CLF: S1 1R43

+ out2LII7.8.9: S7.llR6 + in I?.FOT: S8R43

+ out2!.I17.8.9: S8R6

S7,sR6 = outl !.CFC: SlOR6

+ inl?CLF: SI\R6 S8R6 = outl!.UM: S10R6

+ in I?.FOT: S8R6 + inl?CLF: S1 1R6

+ in2?B6.7: S7~7 + in I?.FOT: S8R6

+ in2?B2-5.8: S7,sR91 + in2?B6.7: S8R7

+ out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: S7.llR10 + in2?.B2-5.8:S8R91

+ out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: S8R10

S7.llR7 = outl!.AN: SllR7

{AN after ANSWER} S8R7 = outlLUM: SlOR7

+ outl LCFC: SlOR7 + inl?CLF: S1 1R7

+ inl?CLF: S1 1R7 + inl?.FOT: S8R7

+ inl?.FOT: S8R7 + in2?.ANSWER: S8R8

+ in2?ANSWER: S7.llR8 + out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: S8R10

+ out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: S7,SRlO

S8R8 = outl!.AN: SllR8

= outl !.AN: SllR8 {AN f- ANSWER}

+ outl !.CFC: SlOR8 + outl!.UM: SlOR8

+ inl?CLF: S1 1R8 + inl?CLF: S1 1R8

+ in I?.FOT: S8R8 + in I?.FOT: S8R8

+ in2?.CLEAR_BACK: S7,SR7 + in2?CLEAR_BACK: S8R7

+ out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: S7,sR1O + out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: S8RlO

= outl!.AN: SllR91 S8R91 = outl!.AN: SllR9\

+ outl!.CFC: SlOR91 + outl !.UM: SlOR9\

+ inl?CLF: SllR91 + in I?.CLF: Sl 1R91

+ in I?.FOT: S8R91 + inl?.FOT: S8R91

+ out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: S7,sR 10 + out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: S8R10

= outl!.AN: SllRlO S8RlO = outl!.AN: SllRI0

+ outl !.CFC: SlOR10 + outl!.UM: SlORlO

+ inl?CLF: SllRlO + inl?CLF: SllRlO

+ inl?.FOT: S8RI0 + inl?.FOT: S8RI0

+ in2?.RELEASE_GUARD: S7,SRo,l.2.3 + in2?RELEASE_GUARD: S8Ro,I.2.3
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S9R7 = outlLCFL: SlOR7 SlOR6 = out2! .CLEAR_FORWARD:

+ inl?CLF: SllR7 SlORlO

+ inl?.FOT: S9R7 + inl?CLF:SIIR6

+ in2?.in2?.ANSWER: S9R8 + outl LCLF: S13R6

S9R8 = outlLANC: S11R8 SlOR7 = out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD:

{ANC ~ ANSWER} SlORlO

+ outl LCFL: SlOR8 + in I?.CLF:S IlR7

+ inI?CLF: SllR8 + outl!.CLF: Sl3R7

+ in I?.FOT: S9R8

+ in2?CLEAR_BACK: S9R7 SlOR8 = in2?CLEAR_BACK: SlOR7

+ out2LCLEAR_FORWARD: S9R10 + out2! .CLEAR_FORW ARD:

SlORIO

S9R91 = outl !.ANC: SIlR91 + inl?CLF:SIIRlO

+ outl !.CFL: SlOR91 + outl!.CLF: Sl3RlO

+ inl?CLF: S1 1R91

+ in I?.FOT: S9R91 SlOR91 = out2! .CLEAR - FORWARD:

+ out2LCLEAR_FORWARD: S9R91 SlORlO

+ in1?CLF: SllR91

S9RlO = outl !.ANC: S11RlO + out1!.CLF: S13R91

+ outlLCFL: SlORIO

+ inl?CLF: Sl l RlO SIORIO = in2?.RELEASE_GUARD: Ro,I,2.3

+ inl?FOT: S9RIO + in I?.CLF:S IIR lO

+ in2?.RELEASE_GUARD: S9Ro.l.2.3 + outl!.CLF: S13RlO

SlORo,I.2.3 = inl?.CLF:S IIRo,I,2.3 S1IRo,I.2.3 = out2!.SEIZING: SllR4

+ outl LCLF: S13Ro.I,2.3 + outl!.CBK: SI2Ro.I,2.3

{in case a CLEAR_BACK bas been received and R is

SlOR4 = out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: back in the idle state}

SlORlO + inl?CLF: SIIRo,I,2.3

+ inl?CLF: S1 1R4 + in I?.FOT: S11 Ro.I.2.3

+ outl!.CLF: Sl3R4

S11R4 = out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD:

SlOR43 = out2!.ll7.8.9: SlOR6 SI1RlO

+ inl?CLF: S1 1R43 + iol?CLF: SllR4

+ outl!.CLF: S13R43 + io1?FOT: S11R4
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SllR43 = out2!.ll7.8.9: S11R6 + outl!.RAN: Sl1R7

{R must transit to R6 before clearing can be carried + inl?CLF: Sl1R7

out} + inl?.FOT: S12R7

+ inl?CLF: Sl1R43

+ inl?.FOT: SllR43 S12R8 = in2?CLEAR_BACK: S12R7

+ out2! .CLEAR_FORWARD:

Sl1R6 = out2!.CLEAR_FORWARD: S12RlO

SllRlO + outl!.RAN: SllR8

+ inl?CLF: Sl\R6 + inl?CLF: Sl\R8

+ inl?.FOT: SllR6 + inl?.FOT: S12R8

Sl1R7 = out2! .CLEAR_FORWARD: S12R91 = out2! .CLEAR FORWARD:

Sl1RlO S12RlO

+ inl?CLF: Sl\R7 + out1!.RAN: Sl1R9\

+ inl?FOT: SllR7 + in I?.CLF: S1\R9\

+ outl!.CBK: S12R7 + inl?FOT: S12R91

Sl1R8 = out2! .CLEAR_FORWARD: S12RIO = in2?.RELEASE_GUARD: S12Ro,I,2.3

Sl1RlO + outl!.RAN: SllRlO

= outl!.CBK: S12R8 + inl?CLF: Sl\RlO

+ inl?CLF: Sl1R8 + inl?.FOT: S12RlO

+ inl?FOT: SllR8

S13R4 = out2! .CLEAR_FORWARD:

SllR9' = out2! .CLEAR FORWARD: S13RlO

SllRlO + inl?CLF: SllR4

+ outl !.CBK: S12R91 + outl !.CFL: S13R4

+ inl?CLF: SllR91

+ inl?FOT: SllR91 S13R4J = out2!.ll7.8.9: S13R6

+ inl?CLF: Sl\R43

Sl1RlO = in2?.RELEASE_GUARD: S11RO•1,2.3 + out1!.CFL: S13R43

+ outl!.CBK: S12RlO

+ inl?CLF: SI\RlO S13R6 = out2! .CLEAR_FORWARD:

+ inl?.FOT: SllRlO S13RlO

+ inl?CLF: Sl\R6

S12R7 = in2?ANSWER: Sl2R8 + outl!.CFL: S13R6

+ out2! .CLEAR _FORWARD:

S12RlO S13R7 = in2?ANSWER: S13R8
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+ out2! .CLEAR_FORWARD:

S13RlO

+ inl?CLF: S llR?

+ outlLCFL: S13R7

S13R8 = in2?CLEAR_BACK: S13R7

+ out2! .CLEAR_FORWARD:

S13RlO

+ inl?CLF: SllR8

+ outl !.CFL: S13R8

S13R9\ = out2! .CLEAR FORWARD:

S13RlO

+ inl?CLF: Sl\R9\

+ outl!.CFL: S13R91

S13RlO = in2? .RELEASE_GUARD: S13RO,I.2.3

+ inl?CLF: SllRlO

+ outlLCFL: S13RIO
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Recommendation Q.614

LOGIC PROCEDURES fOR INCOMING SIGNALLING SYSTEM No. 7 (TUP)

eelT!· nUl

State number

00

Ol

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

la

11

12

13

State description

Idle

Wait for funher digits

Wait for digit anafysis

Wait for continuity check (COT)

Wait for further digits (COT received)

Wait for digit analysis (COT received)

Wait for address complete (COT received)

Wait for register deactivation

Address complete - wait for answer

Address complete, subscriber free - wait for answer

Call unsuccessful - wait for c1ear·forward

Answered

C1ear-back

Call failure wait for c1ear forward

FIGURE I/Q.614

Sheet referente

1, 13

2

4

7

3

3

9

10

12

13

11

13

13

1I

Timers running

60

State o~en'iew diagram (or incoming Signlllling System No. 7 (TUP)

Fascicle VU - Rec. Q.614



Supervisory timers for incoming Signal/ing System No. 7 (TUP)

ti = 10 - IS S

t2 IS - 20 S

t3 20 - 30 s

Recommendation Q.724, § 6.4.2, a)

Recommendation Q.724, § 1.7

Recommendation Q.724, § 6.4.3

4 - IS s

I min

Recommendation Q.724, § 6.4.2, bl

Recommendation Q.724, § 6.4.2, b)

Procedures not sho~'n

The following procedures, not directly relevant to interworking, are not shown in the logic procedures:

duaJ seizure.

blocking and unblocking sequences,

user pan select ion (see Note),

confusion and message refusal signais,

reset circuit procedures,

test call procedures,

out of service,

national procedures.

Signa! abbreviations used

The signal abbreviations used correspond to those of the Signalling System No. 7 specifications unless otherwise
indicated on the same sheet.

The signal abbreviations used are listed below with their meanings:

ACM

ADC

AD!
ADN
ADX

AFC

AFN

AFX

ANC

ANN

('BK
CCF

CCH
CFl

CGC

ClF

COT

CPCI

ESI

FOT

lAM

lOS
NCI

NNC

NAI

RAN

RlG

SAM

SAO

SEC

SSB
SST

UNN

Address complete message

Address complete, charge

Address incomplete

Address complete, no charge

Address complete. coin box

Address complete, subscriber free, charge

Address complete, subscriber free, no charge

Address complete, subscriber free. coin box

Answer charge

Answer no charge

Clear-back signal

Continuity·failure signa!

Continuity check indicator
Call failure

Circuit group congestion

Clear·forward signal

Continuily

Calling party category indicator

Echo suppressor indicator

Forward·transfer signal

Initial address message

Line·out·of-service
Nature of circuit indicator

National network congestion

Nature of address indicator

Reanswer signal

Release.guard signal

Subsequent address message

Subsequent address message with one address digit

Switching equipment congestion

Subscriber busy
Send special information tone

Unallocated number

NOfi! - This SDl diagram relates only to the International Telephony User Part (TUP) specified for Signalling
System No. 7 in Recommendations Q.72I-Q.725. The selection of the TUP is assumed to have been made on a per message basis
by the Level 3 message distribution process.

FIGURE 2/Q.614

Notes to Incoming Signalling System No. 7 (TUP)
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Connector
reference

25

6

SPITE
INS
C K

OP

-{Tt'10.1SS

312Xl,
9.10

6

~
PITE

RE E
CK

OOP

RLG

0,2

10

YES

-{n.1S.20S

YES

- { T3 • 20 . 305

2

62

FIGURE 3/Q.614 (Sheet I of 14)

Incomlng Signalling System No. 7 (TUP)

Fascicle VU - Rec. Q.614
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Connector
reference

10

24,4,12,11

25

{

PROCEDURE FOR
- CONTINUITY RECHECK

INCOMING

0,2 0,2 0,2

T1100'90-8~

FIGURE 3/Q,614 (Sheet :2 of 14)

Incoming Signalling System No. 7 (TL;P)
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Connector
reference

6

5

3.8

E

7. 9

9.8

64

3121. 9

FIGURE 3/Q.614 (Sheet 3 of 14)

Incoming Signalling System No. 7 (TUP)

Fascicle VU - Rec. Q.614
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)nnector
ference

A

11,24

7,10

2

11,2

E,A

4, 12,12

8,2

4

Nore I - It is assumed that if a transit exchange has requested addilional information then routing information will nol be
received until after the requested informalion has been received,

Nare 2 - It is assumed thaI GRQ was sent.

FIGURE 3/Q.614 (Sheet 4 of 14)

Incoming Signalllng System No. 7 (TUP)
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Connector
reference

E

Nare - ft is assumed thar if a transit exchange has requested additional information then routing information will not be
recei\'ed until afler the requested information has been recei\ed.

FJGURE 3/Q.614 (Sheet) of 14)

Incoming Signalling S)slem :\0. 7 (Tl' P)

66 Fascicle VI.6 - Rec. Q.614



Connector
referenee

13

14

13

TEST CALL
PROCEDURE TO
INTERWORl<;ING

11100520-85

FIGURE VQ.614 (Sheet (, of 14)

Incoming Signalling S~Mem '0. 7 (TliP)
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ConnrCtor
reference

14

B

24

4

13

YES

14

NOle - Is outgoing link comman channel signalling syslem'

FIGURE 3/Q.614 (Sheet 7 of 14)

tneoming Signalling System No. 7 (TVP)

Conntctor
referente

68

B. 0

11

14.14

12

T11005J2-86

12 2

FIGURE 3/Q.614 (Sheet 8 of 14)

taeoming Signalling System No. 7 (TUP)
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:
lil
n
;'ï
;-

~
~

I

=-:l

~

.0
~-~

0
\Q

ConnectOr
referene.

13

13

15

6

26

c

16,17
9,19

13

Nole - Is outgoing link common channel signalling system?

FIGURE 3/Q.614 (Sheet 9 of 14)

Incoming Signalling System No. 7 (TUP)
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-..I
0

Connector
r~ference

0

~
111
111...
;)"
;;"

<:-~
lla
~

!'l

.0
~ 26-~

15,26

6

29

5

FIGURE VQ.1\14 (Sheet 10 or 14)

Incomin~ Signalling System No. 7 (TUP)

Tll00550-85



Connrctor
reference

29

5

19

20

20
P3

19

FIGURE 3/Q.614 (Sheet 11 of 14)

Incoming Signalling Syslem No. 7 (TUP)
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Connector
refer.nee

16

16

27.19

16

72

FIGURE 3/Q.614 (Sheet 12 of 14)

Incoming Signalling System ~o. 7 (TliP)
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Co~nector

rrfrrtnce

17

{

ADDRESS COMPLETE
- SUBSCRIBEA FREE

WAlT FOR ANSWER

19

27 27 h~------------'

12. 13,l2Xl

5

21,19,27

17

17

27, 19,21

FIGURE 3/Q.614 (Sheet 13 of 14)

Incoming Signalling S)'slem '0, 7 (TUP)

TJIOOS34-&7

FIGURE 3/Q.614 (Sheet 14 of 14)

Incoming Signalling Syslem No. 7 (TUP)

TIJOO~nU
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Recommendation Q.626

LOGIC PROCEDURES FOR OUTGOING SIGNALUNG SYSTEM R2

Srore nlanber

00

Ol

02

03

O~

05

06

07

08

09

10

Srore descriplIon

Idle

Wait for calling party's category (Cpe I)

Wait for country code indicator (CCI)

Wait for echo suppressor indicator (EC I)

Wait for back ward signal

Wail for address information

Wait for Type B signal

"'iait for answer

Ans'>' ered

CJear-back

Clear-for'>' ard

Sheer reference

J.4

3

4

Timers running

FIGURE 1/0·(>26
State o'eniew diagram (or outgoing Signalling System R2

Supernsorr rimers for our$?oll1g S,gnolling Srsrem Re'

ti = 12-18 s

t, > 24 s

Procedures nor shol'm

Recommendation 0.476. § 55.1.1

Recommcndation 0.47(>. ~ 5.512

The following procedures. not directly relevant to interworking. are not shown in the logic procedures:

Interrupt control procedures (analogue version).

Seizing acknowledgement (digilal version ).

Transmission fault procedures (digital version).

TI time-out and abnormal release sequence (analogue version).

Optional forward transfer.

Blocking and unblocking sequences.

FIGURE 2/0.626
Notes to outgoing Signalling System R2
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Connector
reference

2

3

2

~
~

CCITT-&00150

112 Fasciele VI.6 - Rec. Q.626

FIGURE 3/Q.626 (Sheet I of 4)
OutgoiDg SigD.mag System Rl



2

4

5

2

A

6
2

10,9

5

3
7, 8,7
10,2

Connector
reference

2

FIGURE 3/Q.626 (Sheet 2 of 4)
Outgoiag Sigaallîag System Rl



7
4
7

9

2,8

8, 7

ConnrctOf
,,,tj!"en(:l!' A

"'PI
Dl
Cl)...;:;.
i;"

:s 3

~
10,7

I

" 6
."
!'l

.0
0- 2N
0'1

FJCjURI; V().h~h (Sh.'CI .1 "I" 4)

Oulgoing Signalling Syslem R2



Connector
reference

8

1

7

11

7

7

11

CCITT.&0010

FIGURE 3/0.626 (Sheet 4 of 4)
Outgoiag Siga.lJlag System Rl
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Recommendation Q.666

LOGIC PROCEDLRES fOR I~T[RWORKr\G Of SIG'ALLI~G SYSTDI ~(J. 7 (lLP) TO R2

State number

00

Ol

02

03

04

05

06

State cJescriptioll

Idlc

Wait for CPCI·rIlT

Wait for addre"'c'omplctl'

"'ail for ans\\'er. charge

Wait for ansl\cr. no chargc"

,'\Il>" ered

[kar-back

Sheet refereJlce

I. 2

2

2

2

2

2

158

FIGURE I/Q666

Stale o,enie" diagram ror inte~orking or Signalling S~sl('m :\0. 7 (TL P) 10 R2

FIGlRL 2·Q.I>(-o(,

tRe<;cncd for fUlurc u,el

Fascicle VI.6 - Rec. Q.666



Connector
reference

FITEs 9,
10,11,12,

13,17,18.19

Actlvate
outg01ng
R2

FITEs 9,
10,11,12.
13

FITE 4

2
2

17

FITE 15

Y~s

Yes

FITE 5

18

FITE 18

FIT~ 7

Yes

19

FITE 19

FITE 8

CCITT - 60362

FIGURE J/Q.666 (Sheet 1 of 2)

Interworking of Signalling System No. 7 (TlP) to R2

Fascicle Vl.6 - Rec. Q.666 159



Conntctor
JffeTence

2

A

3

2,3

4

2

4

4

No

NO

~f No1e

.'\'0((' - SuffiL'ient I, rILs mu,;t be \\ithheltJ ttl
pre"ent an address'complete si~n,,1 heing re,'ej'ed
berorc (continuit\" ha, been eSlJhlished I\'hen
th is is performed,'

FIGURE 3/Q.666 (Sheel 2 of 2)

Interworking of Signalling System ~o. 7 (TUP) 10 R2

A

160 Fascicle VI.6 - Rec. Q.666



Appendix 0 FITEs, SITEs and SPITEs
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ANNEX A

(to Recommendations Q.601-Q.608)

Lists and meanings of FITEs, RITEs and SPITEs.
Representation of information contents of signaIs

of the Signalling Systems.

TABLE A-I

List of fontard intfntOrking telephone e~ents (FITEs)

Equivalent with signalof
Signalling System

No. Forward interworking telephone events

NO.4 No.5 No.6
NO.7

RI R2
(TUP)

1 Digit 1,2, ... 9 or 0, code 11 or 12, end-of-pulsing (ST) signa I 1 I I I 1 1

2 Country-code indicator, country code not included 8 8 2 2 18

3 Country-code indicator. country code included <) 9 3 3 I
iI

4 Echo-suppressor indicator. outgoing half-echo suppressor not
I 6 6

i
19

Iincluded. incoming half-echo suppressor not required
I

5 Echo·suppressor indicator, outgoing half·echo suppressor included. 10
I

7

I
7 11I

incoming half-echo suppressor required

6 Country-code indicator. country code included: echo-suppre'5or 8
indicalOr. outgoing half-echo suppressor not included. outgoing

i
i

half echo suppressor rcquired

7 Country-code indicator. country code included: echo-suppressor ! I
9

indicator. outgoing half-echo suppressor not included. no echo I

suppressor required

8 Country-code indicator, country code included: echo-suppressor

I
10

indicator. outgoing half-echo suppressor included. incoming
half-echo suppressor required I

9 Calling-party's-category indicator. operator. languagl" French 2 2 8 8 I 2

10 Calling-party's-category indicator, operator. language English 3 3 9 9 3

11 Calling-party's-category indicator. operator, language German 4 4 10 10 4

12 Calling-party's-category indicator, operator. language Russian 5 5 11 11 5

13 Calling-party's-category indicator, operator, language Spanish 6 6 12 12 6

14 Calling-party's-category indicator, operator with forward-transfer 15
facility

15 Calling-party's-category indicator, subscriber 7

16 Calling-party's-category indicator, subscriber or operator without 12
forward-transfer facility

20 Fascicle VI.6 - Rec. Q.608



TABLE A-I (con/.I

f
Equivalent with signalof

Signalling System
No. Forward interworking telephone events

NO.4 NO.5 No.6 No.7
Rl R2(TUP)

17 Calling-party's-category indicator. subscriber, ordinary call 7 7 13 13 I

18 Calling-party's-category indicator. subscriber, call with prioricy 14 14 14

19 Calling-party's-category indicator. data call 15 15 13

20 Nature-of-circuit indicator. no satellite circuit in the connection 4 4 20

21 Nature-of-circuit indicator, one satellite circuit in the connection 5 5 21

22 Clear-forward 11 10 16 16 3 16

23 Forward-transfer 12 11 17 17 2

24 Continuity 18 18

25 ! Continuity-check indic3lOr. continuily cht:ck nol required 21

26 Continuity-check indicator. continuity check required on Ihis circuit 20

27 Continuity-ched in~icator. conlinuity check being donc on 22
previous circuit

28 Spare

29 3pare

30 Service information 23

31 General set-up message (GSM) 24

Fascicle VI.6 - Rec. Q.608 21



TABLE A-2

List of baekward interworking telephone events (RITEs)

Equivalent with signa I of Signälling System

No. Backward interworking telephone events

No.4 No.5 NO.6
No.7

RI R2
(TUP)

1 Spare

2 Address-complete, charge 1 1 1 2

3 Address-complete, no charge 2 2

4 Address-complele, coin box 3 3

5 Address-complete, subscriber free. charge 4 4 8 and
13

6 Address-complete, subscriber free. no charge 5 5 9

7 Address-complete. subscriber free. coin box 6 6

8 Call unsuccessful :1 1

9 Call unsuccessful, switching-equipment congestion 7 7

10 Call unsuccessful. circuit-group congestion 8 8

11 Call unsuccessful. switching-equipment congestion or circuit group 3
congestion

12 Call unsuccessful. national-network congeslion I 9 9 1

13 Call unsuccessful. address-complete. national network congestion 6 and
15

14 Call unsuccessful. address incomplete 10 10

15 Call unsuccessful. (address-complete). unallocated number 11 11 7 and
14

16 Call unsuccessful. address-complete. subscriher hus)' (elec.) 12 12 5

17 Call unsuccessful, address-complete. line OUI of service 13 13 10

18 Spare

19 Call unsuccessful. call-failure 15 15

20 Call unsuccessful, send special information tone 14 14 4 and
14

21 Answer. subscriber free 11

22 Answer, subscriber free, charge 3 2 16 16 1

23 Answer, subscriber free, no charge 17 17

24 Answer, re-answer 18 18

25 Clear·back 4 3 19 19 2 12
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TABL': A-2 (cunll

Equivalent with signa! of Signalling Syslem

:\0. Backward interworking telephone e\'ents

No.4 No. ~ NO.6
No.7

Rl R2I (TUPi

26 Artificial address complete is sent .,1 4
1

3

27 Sending-finished: set up speech condition .01 5 4

28 Deactivate register function "

29 Release incoming side "

30 Switchthrough may be completed 0'

31 General request message (GRQ) 20

32 Spare

33 Spare

34 Spare

35 Call unsuccessful. access barred 21

36 Call unsuccessful. digital patch not pro\idcd (DPN) 22

3' These signals do not necessarily correspond to a backward signal but correspond to logic events.

Fascicle VI.6 - Rec. Q.608 25



TABLE A-3

List of switching processing interface telephone events (SPITEs)

No. Designation Symbol

I Activate register function (physical register or equivalent function) Task

2 Register function activated Internal input

3 Deactivate register function Task

4 Set up speech condition Task

4A Speech path may be set up Task

5 Release speech condition (of the speech path in the exchange) Task

6 Return appropriate tone Task

7 Disconnect tone Task

8 Release all equipment (covers also disconnection of tones; exclusively used at the Task
incoming procedures)

9 Spare

10 Spare

11 Shall digit analysis be started ':' Decision

12 Perform digit analysis Task

13 Digit analysis cannot be completed (covers insuffïcient information. waiting for enough Internal input
digits for routing. etc.)

14 Routing information and service provided Internal input

15 Unallocated number Internal input

16 Unprovided routing (e.g. transit connection received at an exchange handling Internal input
termination traffïc only)

17 Barred routing Internal input

18 Switching equipment congestion Internal input

19 Circuit group congestion Internal input

20 Salellite link included'.' Decision

21 (ncoming half·echo suppressor to be includcd at di;;(ant end'! Decision

22 Transit connection follo'Ning? (otherwisc J lerminal connection is following) Decision

23 Has Z-digi! been received'! Decision

24 Is this the Z-digit~ Decision

31 Perform continuity check at the outgoing end Task
(covers all necessary switching procedures:

- connecting of the transceiver
- disabling of echo suppressor,
- sending check tone
- automatic realtempts. wherc applicablel

32 Insert check loop at the incoming end (including disabling of echo suppressors) Task

33 Conti nuit)' check OK (covers also receiving of checktone and remo\al cf the Internal input
lransceiven

34 Remove check loop at the incoming end (including enabling of echo suppressors) Task

35 Ignore further register signals Task

36 Is continuity check required on outgoing circuit ':' Decision
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TABLE A-3 (cont.)

No. Designation Symbol

37 Analyze and store information (received in GSM) Task

38 Access barred Internal input

39 Digital path not possible Internal input

40 Store services provided Task

41 Spare

42 Additional information required Internal input

43 Set lAM fields as defined by services Task

44 Analyze information requested (applicable to GRQ) Task

45 Is service allowedry (applicable to GRQl Decision

46 Is information available? (applicable to GRQl Decision

47 Construct request message (applicable to G RQ) Task

48 Construct information message (applicable !O GSM) Task

I

49 Spare

50 Spare
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TABI.EA-7

Representation of the information contents - forward signals of Signalling System R2
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.~~ l~

= ~ Ë':;
3~ "E .~(nformatlOn ~~ 8~ ~~ - - -z
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'" oet >, >, >-
elements

"'" 0 :: ", ~ ~ <S..
"=' .-. ! ~ - .. ;,;

~ ~ r - ~ " " :-
< ..:. ..:. - - - - - - :::t: :::t: :::t:

I Signal No, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Digit I, 2, ... 9 or 0, code 11 or 12, X X
end-of-pulsing (ST) signal X
Country-code mdicator X X X X
Country-code not included X
Country-code included X X X
Nature-of-circuit indicator X X"0 satellite circuit in the connection X
One satellitc circuit in the conncction X
Echo-suppressor md icator X X X X
Outgoing half-echo suppressor not indudcd X X
OUlgomg half-echo suppressor induded X X
Outgoing half-cL'ho suppressor required X
No echo-suppressor requIred X
(ncoming half-echo supprcssor required X X
Calling party's catl'gory indicator X X X X X X X X X X

'"Operator X X X X X X X
Subscriber X X X
Data call X
Ordinary call X
Call 11 ilh prlority X
Forward-transf", fa"JiIlY X
:'\0 forllard-transkr lacililY' X
Lanf!ua~e: I, rendl X
L<Jngu;J~è: Ingll'h X
Langua~e; G,'rman X
LJIl!!u~~I,.·: Rus,ian X
Langu;,gc: Spani,h X
Ckdr-lfHllard X
1'OT 11 ard-transfer X
( Olltlnuil\ dIe,'\-: indll'"wr
((lnt Ifllll!" ,h,','\-: Tl'quirl'd IJn thl' f..:irullt

C(lntilltllt~ dh'á Jlpl T\,:quired on thi ... lïTL"t11t

Continuity chec\-: perfornled on previous circuit

ConIH1I1It\'

Gl'nL'r~d 'l'ttiP InfoTlllation l,,'il'ltlt'nh

S ..:r\"ll'l,' InfnrlllJtHlll l,.. h:Ilh'tlt ...

'no 4 2 3 4 5 6 7 lOc) 9 IO~) 10 7 7rJ 11 12 8 X,9d) +9C11rrl· .... pond, to '1!!Il;1! \(1.
()<Jof SI!!nallln!! Sy",'m '0, .'0 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 x 7 7') 10 11 8 x

'0, (, 8 9 10 11 12 b) 3 3 3 7 13 15 14 13' 16 17 2 6 4 57 c) +6 +7

'0, 8 9 10 11 12 b)
3 c) 3 3 7 13 15 14 ]3' 16 17 2 6 4 5e 6 c} 7

RI x x x x x x x x x x x 3 2 x x xl x

al S~e Rel'Omm,'ndation Q.4f)O, 1,1.3, ..\ fa nl ard-trJmfer sll!na/ does not
TllC7620-87

~ @norl11;lIly f"rm p'lT' "I' SI!!l1alling System R2, :'\0 èquivalent signal

bI
Sl'~ 'I~flals 1J-7, IJ-H and 11·<), (9 Loss of inforl11Jtion

Cl Translation of signal 1-11, succeeding circuit must be equipped wilh outgoing
half-echo suppressor. B AdditionJI information

d) Signal code 14 is available for use upon muItilateral or bilatrral agreement
or change of information

for echo-suppressor conITa!. )'0;0, ldentical meaning of signals
I' I In fl'ply to '1I1nJI\-14,
fl Th,' 1,0 )oglc treat, the signallJ-IO as 11-7. as long a, na trealment of the

forll ard-transfer signal is considered.
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TABU A-II

Representation of the infonnation contents - backward signaIs of SignaJling System R2
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<: <: <: :r. :r. ~ ei: ei: :r. :r. < C cc :=

Signal 1';0. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Address-complete X (x) X x (x) x x x x (x) X

Subscriber free X X X X

Coin box

Charge X X X

No charge X

Call unsuccessful X X X X X X X X X

S\\ itching-equipment congestion X
or

Circuit-group congestion X

!'\ational-net\\ork congestion X X X

Address-incom pIele

l'nallocated number X

Subscribcr busy (clcc,) X

Line-ou t-of-service X

Send special-informatiun tune X X

Call fallure

Ans\\er X

Re-ans\\er

(lear-back X

Artificial address-complere

Sending-tïnished

General setup request elements

Access barred

Digital path not provided

Corresponds to signals ~o... '
No.4 2 1 2 al 2 2 a) al 3 4 )( a) 2

of Signalling System :-':0. 5 1 D<J 1 al 1 1 a) al 2 3 >: al 1
No. 6 9 1 8 14 12 9 11 4 5 13 l!J 19 4 14 9
No. 7 9 1 8 14 12 9 11 4 5 13 16,1 19 4 14 9or'

RI bl KX bl bl bl bl b) X X b) 1 2 ex: bl b)

a) Special information tone.

bl Appropriate tone or announcement.
No equivalent signal

Loss uf information

Additional information
or change of information

TII07670-87

~o. Identical meaning of signals
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